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Committee 
Alcohol
by Tim Mianlc
On October thirty-first of this yoar the 
Michigan House of Representative's 
House Colleges and Universities Com­
mittee voted down a proposal to allow the 
sale of alcoholic beverage* on state cam­
puses. The bill, an attempt to further ex­
tend the rights granted in the Age of Ma­
jority Act, was sponsored by Representa­
tive Jackie Vaughn (D-Detroit), who 
vowed that he would re-introduce the bill 
and that he would "keep on doing so until 
college students are given the right to 
purchase alcoholic beverages in their 
local community like every other 
Michigan adult now can."
The vote, which stood four in favor and 
six opposed, seemingly failed for lack of 
preparation. Representative Lucille 
McColluogh (D-Dearbom) said that she 
voted against the proposal because she 
had not been given enough information 
in regard to her two main questions:
(1) How the distribution would be 
supervised both by the local police 
and by the Slate of Michigan Liquor 
Commission.
(2) How "undesirables" would be 
kept from lingering on the premises 
once the liquor was ready for sale.
McCollough did, however, state that 
she felt this bill had possibilities. Rep­
resentative Robert Young (R-Saginaw). 
felt much the same way. Young, who Is 
greatly in favor of the Age of Majority Act, 
said that he would like to see the bill 
slightly revised to insure strong supervi­
sion but that in a case like Grand Valley, 
where one must drive miles to purchase 
hard liquor, this bill cbuld be most beno- 
ficial.
Representative Vaughn, however, felt 
much stronger about the bill. He feels that 
in not allowing the sale on campuses, an 
entire community is being discriminated 
against:
"College students, especially those 
who live in residence halls, perceive their 
campus as being their 'local community.’ 
They eat, sleep, vote, and work there, yet 
they cannot buy liquor there. By permit­
ting non-students to purchase alcoholic 
beverages in their local community while 
denying college students that same right 
is to make students second-class citizens. 
If we are going to be honest 'with ourse­
lves in calling 18-year-old college stu­
dents 'adults' we must be willing to grant 
them all of the privileges enjoyed by 
non-student adults."
Representative Perry Bullard (D-Ann 
Arbor) felt that this was. indeed, a 
"reasonable amendment." He said that it 
would increase convienence and. hence­
forth. decrease the chances of auto acci­
dents due to drunk driving. He “urges all 
students in the Grand Valley community 
to voice their opinions to their local rep­
resentative" so that in the near future this 
proposal may become a reality.
So with these optimistic opinions in 
mind, the day may soon come when local 
students won’t have to drive 15 odd miles 
to pick up a fifth of their favorite brandj 
But this is, indeed, more than just a bill tej 
accomodate all of the campus alcoholics. 
Vaughn sums it up:
"This bill was not an aiieinpt to en-i 
courage the consumption of liquor, to 
erode the fiee enterprise system or to turn 
colleges away from the principal purpose 
of educating students, as some have inti, 
mated. It was merely a move towards con-, 
ferring the rights of full citizenship on 
Michigan's adult college students."
Hopefully this principle will be the 
basis of a strong bill, one that someday 
soon will be made law.
GVSC Faces 
Accreditation 
Review
Vice President Glenn 
Niemeyer.
Student Fees 
AllocatedSigma 6 Begins Operation
by David Michmerhuizen
Grand Valley State College has bought 
a new computer, and a lot of new pos­
sibilities for the entire college commun­
ity along with it. The imposing, expen­
sive, Xerox Sigma 6 was recommended 
by a GVSC task force with the needs of the 
college in mind. Although not fully oper­
ational! the machine has professors grin­
ning with glee and brimming with Uleaa-
T7ie Stgma 8 has features that the old 
IBM 1130 did not. The most important is 
speed. The Flag compilers (machines that 
translate data into a sequence of binary 
units) that come with the computer are 
ranked with the best. This means stu­
dents running data through the computer 
can get their results much sooner than 
before, and all computer work gets done 
faster.
Another feature is time sharing. The 
machine can do-many different jobs at 
once by devoting a few seconds to one 
job, then switch to another job for a few 
seconds, etc. The Sigma B is so fast that it 
seems as if each job has the computers 
undivided attention. The computer is not 
limited to its present size. Machinery' and 
equipment can be added as the size and 
needs of the college grow.
But the newest feature holding the 
most promise is the remulc tirniir.:! tjz 
iam. A terminal looks and works some­
thing like a typewriter and operates ovei 
phone lines using phone equipment. 
Using a terminal, a person can feed data 
into the computer and get a printout im­
mediately. This kind of instant feedback 
allows real interaction between the 
operator and the computer.
Before the Sigma 6 the only access to 
the computer was by punching data on to 
carda and running them through a card 
reader plugged into the computer. Unless 
you had the top priority, (the letter f is the 
top priority code) you would have to wait 
awhile to get your results back. Large pro-
A frequently typical complaint voiced 
by students in all colleges is they have no 
control over student government, espe­
cially in the area of the allocation of Stu­
dent Activities Fees. This is the student 
money that subsidizes-in-part campus 
entertainment, the New Campus Center, 
the radio station and the newspaper.
The complaint is unfounded. The 
money is there and a committee of elected 
and appointed representatives allocate it. 
if it seems unresponsive to student de­
math, basic statistics, and calculus, mends, it is because the committee re- 
"Working on the computer makes it all ‘•°*ves little or no feedback from die stu- 
seem real," say many profs. Most of the ^erl,s at large.
other sciences plan to use the computer 
for analysis of data obtained in experi­
ments. Such use in chemistry, psychol­
ogy. sociology, biology, physics, earth 
sciences and more can save time for the
The budget committee met Oct. 30 and 
allocated nearly $7,000.0. The allocations 
are as follows:
-$300. to supplement 50% of the regist­
ration fee to the leadership Conference to
parties concerned. Physics students can 'ho held on campus (Nov. 16-18, open to 
do other projects on the computer, such *** students;
The Sigma 6, Computer Di-
A. CW UMO.
CAS senior Ue
u c y  aha. an u
i Keating.
jecis that would take decks ot cards to 
define are much easier to enter on a ter­
minal. Basic and Fortam. (two computer 
languages) are also easier to work with on 
a terminal. So with the terminal allowing 
such access to the computer, whole new 
vistas of invoivemeni ore opened up.
Math departments in all the colleges 
already use the computer in many ways. 
Terminals will help in teaching basic
Campus
Nears
Center
Completion
fcyi.ra»fc
The m w  Student Center is an impor­
tant aarvioe for the GVSC etudeut. Within 
the 72.000 square feet of the Building, 
students can And recreation, food eervice.
puMMsctivittee, and the Bookstore.
• the Building ie not completed.
i be utilised only at car- 
■ They ere as follows: 
7 3 Q .U J0  p jn.
•12:00 p e t  
tlsftg S M .- ll :J0 p M .
The Music Listening Lounge and the 
concaeaion area are not yet open. The 
Music Lounge will be staffed by students 
to help anyone interacted find musical 
progrvnmku to listen to: Quad Cassettes, 
reel to real, and records can be enjoyed 
through bead phones. Periodicals can 
also be found In this area.
The mil me rinn stand twill be the cen­
tral ticket agency for campus activities, 
and will also cany refreshments.
The Bookstore, found on the main 
floor, bee i
as plots of ballistic trajectories. Students 
in the earth and environmental sciences 
can have the computer plot out a descrip­
tion. or even a map. of what effects the 
elements have on a certain natural object, 
like a sand dune, over a period of time. 
Sociology students can enter data into the 
machine and have it run cross references 
on certain criteria, to see if red-heads 
smoke more than blondes do, for exam­
ple. There is even talk going arou nd about 
letting computer students use the compu­
ter. For all non-computer students, 
courses in Basic, which is just as its name 
implies, will be offered in winter term. 
“Computer generated art” has been men­
tioned. but only mentioned. As an in­
structional tool, the computer will be im­
plemented wherever it is useful.
The computer does more than instruct. 
Administration use is quite significant in 
such areas as records, budget, payroll, fi­
nancial aid, housing, and student lists.
- Separate colleges are planning to use the 
computer for much of their own interns! 
administration work. W|C will use a ter­
minal at registration (WJC registration 
and course approval is done in the col­
lege, before going to the fieldhouse) to 
handle records better, to have up to the 
minute information on course availabil­
ity, and have a list of student names ad­
dresses and phone numbers by the start of 
classes. College IV will keep its student 
records on the computer, keyed to be re­
leased at the input of the students name 
and number. Students can add modules 
at the records office by interaction with 
the computer, without even going near 
College rV’g offices.
There is even entertainment in the 
Sigma 6. Programs for different simula­
tion games, like the Executive Manage­
ment game, are ready to go in the compu­
ter. There is even a way to play craps with 
the machine, but it has no money to lose.
For this year, there will be 12 terminals 
on campus, one in Mackinac, one in 
Loutit. one portable, one the the Records 
Office, two in Collage IV, two in William 
Jamas, and tha raai around Manitou 
There will be the ability to use ■ total of 
eight at any one time. To add anymore 
"ports” far terminals means a costly ex­
pansion of the computer* capabiUte* 
Vice-President Glenn Neimeyer says that 
12 terminals into eight ports, (a 3-2 ratio) 
la the beat plan for the present.
Still, soma other people, namely the 
Board of Control, wonder bow wa came to 
have 12 terminals urban only four ware 
called far in tha original computer plan 
they approved. The new internal auditor 
is looking into the way available surplus 
funds wan need to buy the sight antra 
Tha Board will bava non to 
the myriad requests far
-$4,000. for equipment for the Ski Hill 
(boots, poles, skis, snd testing machine):
-$1,140. for 20 sets of cross country ski 
equipment;
$400. to enable Russian poet Joseph 
Brodsky to come to GVSC in February;
-$200. to enable Fauchereau (con­
nected with Contemporary American lit­
erature and the Avante Garde Movemeni 
between the World Wars) to come to 
GVSC; and
$490. for the Coffee House to present a 
mini-concert in January.
Those on the committee are; Steve Van 
Asselt, student government treasurer; 
Nancy Gaffield. all-campus representa­
tive; John Rosochocki. TJC rep.; Linda 
Sutton, College IV; Steve Thorpe. WJC. 
Pat Ryan, CAS; Bob Moyer, faculty; and 
Jeff Brown. Campus Activities.
The committee is an interim one pend­
ing the approval of the new all campus 
government by the Board of Control. The 
intent is communication of ideas rather 
than equal representation; hence. CAS 
has onestudent representative just as TJC 
and WJC.
Ideas are welcomed. For the procedure 
topresent proposals, contact any commit­
tee member.
By Cathy Mariett
Due to the fact that theGraduate School 
of Business is applying for accreditation, 
each cluster college must also be 
evaluated by the North Central Associa­
tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools, 
the regional accreditation agency for this 
area.
Each college must prepare and submit 
seif studies to North Central by January .3. 
1974. According to North Central, the 
purpose of this review is "to help the in­
stitution develop a framework for con­
tinual institutional assessment."
North Central takes the position that an 
institution must have:
1) Clearly-stated and well defined ob­
jectives;
2) I*s admission and retention policies 
consistent with its objectives;
3) A program of educational experi­
ences consistent with its objectives:
4) Adequate evidence of student ac­
complishment;
5) Adequate arrangements for plan­
ning.
Tlie Contusion
Grand Valley was not due for re- 
evaluation by North Central until 1978.
Some faculty members, mainly in Wil­
liam James, are asking why the colleges 
are being asked to do all this work five 
years earlier than expected.
The answer according to Dean of Col­
lege Planning, Harold Kolenbrander, 
Vice President Glen Niemeyer. and other 
administrators, appears to be .hat thero is 
another kind of evaluation; what North 
Central terms as, "an evaluation for sub­
stantive change,” brought about by the 
addition of a higher degree.
According to Niemeyer and adminis­
trators, Grand Valley State College was 
accredited in 1968. When the institution 
became a cluster college, each college 
was automatically accredited until the 
1978 renewal was due.
But. by adding a Masters Program this 
year (The Graduate School of'Business), 
“we were moving into a higher degree 
level program;’’ which according to 
North Central is a "substantive change." 
explained Niemeyer.
He further explained that in moving to 
that kind of change, there are two major 
things done:
1) An evaluation of undergraduate col­
leges and the effect of a graduate program 
on those undergraduate colleges; and
2) A study of the graduate program - 
curriculum, faculty, programs, etc.
The William James community appears 
to be the only college upset by the short 
amount of time to prepare their self study.
Faculty members believe they have 
good reason. It will be difficult to 
evaluate William James at this time due to 
its newness and faculty are not sure what 
criteria will be used to judge a new in­
stitution.
Dean Adeian Tinsley was unavailable 
for comment, but Assistant Dean Rhonda 
Rivera explained that preparing their self 
study for accreditation is happening at a 
very "crucial time for William James and 
the work involved will drain the faculty's 
energies.”
The faculty and staff are in the middle 
of many important project* and the col­
lege. being one of the nnwest on campus, 
is having growing pains.
Rivera stated that all the projects for the 
improvement of William lames programs 
must "stop dead" in order to prepare their 
study for North Central 
She stated that this will be "time con­
suming and an incredible waste of 
people's time.” William lames had plans 
to start the work for North CentTal next 
year in preparation for the 1978 deadline.
"William lames is a damn good college, 
but is in a very vulnerable position be­
cause it is one of the newost cluster col­
leges,” Rivera continued.
"I don't think this matter with North 
Central should be blown out of propor­
tion.” she added, "and perhaps some 
people on the staff aTe worried beyond 
necessity."
Continued on p . 6 ___
Police Chief 
Johnson T o  
Retire
by Ann Kotowicz
In the wake of a steady stream of cem- 
pus area crimes and disturbances. GVSC 
will be breaking in a new Police Chief.
William Johnson. Grand Valley’s first 
and probably best Chief, is retiring. He 
lias been with the college for almost five 
yefars
(Chief Johnson has had a long and im­
passive police career. He spent 29 years 
on the Grand Rapids police force, with 
the last eleven spent as Chief of that city. 
No sooner did he retire from the GR force, 
then he took the position of Chief for the 
newly formed Security Force here af GV.
The man to fill lohnson’s position, Purl 
Cobb, has been in an administrative posi­
tion for the last oight years in the Plant 
Department as the Plant Operations 
Superintendent and as Sergeant of Cam­
pus Police.
The five Campus Police officers that are 
presently employed here have accepted 
Mr. Cobh’s appointment gracefully; "All 
the officers on the Campus Police force 
will work as best wo can with Purl. We 
believe he deserves the chance tr be Chief 
as much as anyone." said officer Alan 
Wygent.
Although a number of applicants with 
police backgrounds were interviewed for 
the position it was decided that Mr. Cobb 
would be best fur the job since he has been 
with the college community for ao long, 
and has a good rapport with other ad­
ministrative persons in the college. Since 
the position is an administrative one. a 
sound background in police work is re­
ally not necessary.
Career Conference A Success
by Patty Mitus
"We are extremely pleased with today's 
tirnout" was one businessman’s re­
route to Grand Valley's first annual 
Cireer Conference held last Thursday in 
fa new campus center. The conference 
Vis sponsored by the collegiate chapter 
tithe American Marketing Association 
tid GVSC's Placement Office.
Approximately 40 representatives from 
teious organizations and businesses 
hth governmental and private aent rep- 
■aentatives to provide atudents with 
hth written and verbal information con- 
toning passible jobs. Emphasis was also 
flkmd on the current market qualifica- 
ftns sought by employers. and how to 
hike the most out of your job interview.
Dr. John Singleton, Recipient of the 
Outstanding Faculty Award and the Di­
rector of Placement at Michigan State 
University served as guest speaker. Dr.
Singleton is co-author of tha book enti­
tled Which Niche? He also assisted in two 
CBS-TV documentaries. “The Recruiter." 
and "Highar Education-Who needs it?"
participants in the Career Confer- 
i Day included Seidmen I 
Department 
Welfare, and
ft Seidman.
of Health.
the U.S.
The First Annual Car Conference,
Pag* 2 Lanthom
W ill New Police Chief Clean Up Campus
In the Spring of 1972, s sow position In 
the Campus Security Force wee crested — 
Sergeant of Campus Police. All Oampus 
Police Officars applied for the )ob. Purl 
Cobb, Plant Operations Superintendent, 
received the position with absolutely no 
police background, and without having 
any previous connection with the Cam­
pus Police Force. Thus began Cobb’s 
career ee e “Protector of Liberty” snd up­
holder of Law and Order.
Cobb is now preparing to relinquish his 
present post in order'to become the new 
Campus Police Chief when William John-. 
son retiree. The story of his appointment 
as Chief is almost identical to that of his 
appointment aa Sergeant. Many applica­
tions ware taken - all men with police 
backgrounds - yet it was thought by Bob 
Romkema. and aonre other unknown, un­
named officials, that Cobb would again be 
best for the Job.
It would seem as if Cobb is blessed from 
above. His simple dedication and perser- 
verance to succeed must have been view­
ed by s o m e  benevolent being who wished 
to reward such an enthusiastic disciple.
Cobb’s “patron saint,” Bob Romekema, 
has been watching over him now for a 
numbei of yean. Before either of them 
f .m .  to GVSC, they were partners in an 
ill-fatad construction company; it went 
bankrupt shortly after its founding. They 
decided to move on to "greener pas­
tures,” and came to Grand Rapids.
Romkema came to GV to work for the 
Plant Department In 1985; as an engineer. 
Cobb Joined him later that year. Romkema 
is now die Physical Plant Manager, and 
until Cobb’s re-assignment as Sergeant, 
when last year’s re-organization made his 
job obsolete, he was Plant Operations 
Supervisor, directly responsible to 
Romkema.
B  to P o U ^ C W T S l  without th t of a high school education!Chief )ohneoc has little to say about h 
successor, but it is thought the' he ks 
decided to go along with die decisic 
simply because die administration swan 
it that wav.
Though many people w e appalled an 
indignant about die affair, only s low, bi 
hostile, murmur It heard. Never a word t 
disrespect or criticism is uttered again: 
"The Chief;” Johnson is well loved an 
honored by all—or almost all—peopl 
who hsvs come in contact with him 
However, there are some who, from tht 
evidence, wish to make a mockery of his 
fine work by bringing in Cobb.
Johnson is a good oop, and they are 
herd to come by. He has always shown a 
genuine concern for his men end the 
community. On the other hand, Cobb 
doesn’t even know everyone who will be 
working under him. And as far as anyone 
can tall, he has never been In the Campus 
Police Van. Moreover, it ia argued that 
lobnson’s successor has a violent temper 
which he has publicly displayed. 
Logically, any one of the five Campus
Police are more aualifled than Cobb. Two
of them have co'Uege degrees (Criminal 
Justice, Medical Technology), two have 
been cops for a number of years, snd the 
other spent 27 years in the Marines before 
coming to Grand Valley.
At this time there is very little that can 
be done to halt Cobb’s ascent to Police 
Chief at the end of the month. Short of an 
act of God, all we can do is hope no major 
crime or crisis will strike our usually 
quiet campus while he is in that position. 
Perhaps an administrator with a partiality 
to Justice will take offense, and start a 
campaign to find a qualified Chief of 
Police. by Ann Kotowicz
Campus Center
The Cafeteria, which has been in opera­
tion since school began, is serving food 
during these haunt:
Monday-Friday 
7:30 a.m .-ll;00 p.m.
continued from page 1
knowledge of your iiotoLwexuselty to Join­
ing what is roughly caliod "gay" society.
________________  Unfortunately, the public image of the
pray for a favorable homosexual is so stereotyped that gay 
we may plan peopleareactuallyafraidtoentergaysoc- 
iety. They have heard only of drag qaeeas 
and "butch" lesbians. Although there we 
people like this, they are not the only 
homosexuals, and a homosexual who is 
not like them should not feel it neceesary 
to fulfill any image he/she finds unattrac- 
_____i five.
partly It is with this in mind that the gay or- 
^ spline ganization at Grand Valley is planning
laruy because South "Wine and Cheese” get-tcgsthsrs, fol- 
“  mus,c lowed by a group excursion to a ”Sey” b v  
m we have come up
regular hard work, scheduled for Thursday, Nov. 15. All 
■inwri enough pers- members of the GVSC community in- 
y to start picking up forested are welcome to join us at 8:30 
eachsr is scheduled p.m. in the Seidman House pit where we 
irtbroken. We have will have wine nnd snacks (Student Ac- 
lething we are quite tivities permitting) and casual conversa- 
nere else. tion About 9:30 p.m. we will form an ad
Hble for Mr Ayyan- hoc car pool and everyone willing will
S w n E S S B  I ..V . T h e ..
riant knowledge to assured rides back to campus or home.
I be in a position to By doing this, we feel we are providing 
our country. an opportunity for homosexuals who are
Ir. Ayyangar’s ser- not yet comfortable in their knowledge tc 
e light of nis schol- meet other gay people in a casual, non- 
art and culture, and organizational atmosphere.
- *°, ***t®*n8 j  We The organization is also planning some
V a : llflf mK8d. e '.I activities designed to promote an undw-
° f homosexuality in the CVSC 
Vill, and has hence community. We are now making ar- 
ursakes.an:’ for the rangements to bring Troy Perry to cam- 
' is extended. pus. Perry is author of The Lord to My 
tion will be given Shepherd and  Knows I ’m Gay. 
'ation by all the col- Suggestions have also been made to bring 
realize that if Mr. jn a member of Gay Anthropologists, an 
jm e  ort^f-pe-way organization^ a e  
' • M t e i w f i k  adanuas. One activity that ia sure to coma 
’♦ L o f f  la a series of rap sessions we plan for 
ic music that Mr. die residence halls, designed to provide 
repository of wili students with an opportunity to talk with 
niess we can learn gay people, learn what we believe, and
____________, _____ n, do we entreat the ask their questions about gay society.
authorities solfervently to do whatever is We would luce to stress that the gay 
possible for us. organization is organized as loosely as
possible, and participants in any one ac- 
To the Editor: iiviiy are noi at aii obligated to join in any
other. We understand the problems of 
being gay, being gay ourselves, and en- 
One of the greatest difficulties in rec- courage gay people to join us at our 
ognizing yourself as a homosexual is “Wine and Cheesy” get-togethers, if no- 
doming out," or, passing from simple thing else. Mark Pearaon
TO THE EDITOR:
We, the students of Mr. R. Ran- 
paramanuja Ayyangar, make the follow­
ing submission ana | 
replv at an early date, so th: 
for the future accordingly.
Mr. Ayyangar’s contract with TJC ends 
on December, 6, 1973. He has won our 
hearts and impressed on our minds per­
manent values of life by hia own dedica­
tion and example. He haa poured hia life 
blood into teaching us South Indian 
music for the peat seven months. We have , 
not responded well until 
because -ve were strange
room ping-pong, air hockey, pinball, and 
football are offered. When the permanent 
gome roam ia completed, six billiard ta­
bles ill be featured along with the other 
recreational activities.
The WGVS (AM-FM) offices are in use. 
although the studio is not yet completely 
finished.
A craftsroom w ill be opened by 
January. This a-ee will be staffed by stu­
dents to supervise activities in that area. 
As of this date, no one seems to know 
what the craftsroom will consist of.
The Conference Multi-Purpose Center 
will be a popular spot for student ac­
tivities such at movies and lectures. This 
area will seat over 600 people for these 
events and over 450 for banquets. Mov­
able walls inside the Center can divide 
the space ink, six separate rooms.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
COLLEGE PROFESSOR DISCOVERS 
DISCRIMINATION IN LADY’S ROOM
The next incident I shall relate it a 
naturally embarrassing one, yet I am wil- 
ling to sustain the harangues of my col- M U
ieagues and students only because I be­
lieve my consequential discovery to be of dHjjgjg-J 
such dire magnitudes. I have  no excuse 
but to say my mind was elsewhere as I S §  
plunged th rough t the door o f  what I truly I 
believed to be the room  reserved for  men. I 
H ones*1}/ t n r ;  quite b r f f  .d ..h en  I H  
found thu urinals .'pardon my French) in H  
absence. My search fo r  those essential in- H  
strument* was not carried very far before 1 
the fu ll impact o f  my blunder becam e 
apparent.
I turned and quickly headed fo r  the I 
doer, t jd  faced  and  humbled, hoping all | 
the while that my mistake would go un- I 
discovered by any member o f  the fairer | 
sexual persuasion when I was shaken by I 
a most peculiar apparition falling into j 
my line of vision. This devise so intrigued ■
approaching noon and as I descended  
from my runabout intent on passing a 
leisurely day in the bowels of our illustri­
ous library. I had parked  my vehicle at 
the far end o f  the southern parking lot 
and I was making my way through the 
maze o f autos when I noticed a familiar 
yet discomforting sensation flaring from 
the recesses of my bladder. 1 naturally 
deduced that my body was informing me 
that I should make provisions within the 
near future to pass water. However, at the 
chilly a ir  affected  my organs 1 soon in- 
fe n d  that the  near future would have to 
be nearer than I had planned.
With a little more subliminal arbitra­
tion I redirected my movements towards 
loir* Huron Hall with every intent of find- 
inga place in front of the necessary facil-
Canada to Latin America, Europe end the 
Far East:
KLAGENFURT, AUSTRIA: German 
hygiene napkin. The pries advertised Language
was 10c and I removed from my pocked  The fourth annual German Language 
the noceseaiy dim e and p laced  it in the summer school in Klagenfurt, (July- 
slot. 1 h ad  ambitions o f  studying not only August 1974) combines academic studies 
the outer adornments of this machine but with the experience of a foreign culture, 
its integral workings as well. The school will be conducted by GVSC
Let me digress dear reader, by  stating and Austrian professors. All instructions 
that you shall never know the thrust o f  will be held in the mornings, which will
An old lawyer once told a young 
lawyer, “If you are weak on law, argue the 
facto: if you are weak on facto argue the 
law; and if you are weak on both the law 
and facto, abuse your opponato."
Atlthough our President acted with all 
tha tact of ■ Bobby Fischer by tiring Ar­
chie Cox, the facto are that he had every 
legal right to remove him. Nevertheless, 
by listening to the networks’ report, one 
might have thought that the little red ban 
had aeon tha sky falling. NBC’s John 
Chancellor, with tears in hia eyes, re-
Sabered that he would ever have to report 
cn such happenings in tha Untied States.
The petite theatre major Vicki Bar­
ringer, who moonlights as a waitress in 
the Campus Canter snack room, recently 
brought forth her idiosyncratic views on 
the disheveled and dilapidated appear­
ance of the dining room at the tvmina- 
tion of her prolific day.
Vicki magnanimously spent an hour 
and a half picking up various crumbs, 
dtohaa and other repugnant debris that 
students had to  lnsidously showered 
upon tha floor and tabiaa. Vicki shrewdly 
insinuates that tha atudanto a n  really
By the time it had fa llen  into my view a Austrian teachers and students reside 
rage had  surged up within me the likes of and eat with American participants and 
which I had never felt before or since, serve as tutor: during the duration of the 
This was a  rage o f  deprivation. "Why," 1 program.
shouted, “have I been derived  this rare IT* official language of the school will 
and joyous privilege? Why have my  fel- be German and participants are expected 
low moles been denied this aanctimoni- to speak it. Arrival in Klagenfurt to tanta- 
oua indulgence?’’ My c r ies  echoed tively scheduled far July 6. Cost of the 
through the chamber and even this did program to $1,000, including round trip 
natQ&sfimysKgsrwithaaodetythatiias transportation from New York to Klagan- 
Jmpt audio device secret. Had it iMt been furt, tuition (10 quarter hours) group ex- 
for my haphazard etumMing I may never cureions, roam end board.
my find- VIENNA. AUSTRIA:
hm etm
t
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CANADA:
The AASCU Canadian Stud lea Prog. 
!* *  *  Quebec is an R eglSi
(oouraea also avail, 
i) NMdalUint In Canadian
opportunity to lira and laara Canadian 
English ara
«P<*sP Stndaot« raaida and aat in uni- 
vtc,,tT Routine and dining K .ll. *n .
?*? f°r ,wo ««na«t«rt i ,  
12.000, which doaa not include transpor- 
aooo^ A mmaetu program it also avail- 
abla. Both see open to (union and xml on
JAPAN:
GVSC Far East Studies Program in 
ooopantion with Kanaai University of 
Fanten Stadias in Hirakata. Japan Lo­
oted  between Kyoto and Osaka, the uni- 
vsrsity nrmrsaa tauaht in English by
Hpanase ptufessun in such studies a> 
Japanese Civilization. Politics and Inter­
national Relations. Economic History of 
the Nation, Oriental Thought and Reli­
gion. as wall as Japanese language. All 
students reside in Japanese homes. Ap­
proximate cost of the program is $1,500 
for the Fall semester or $2,600 for the 
aoadeaaic year, including round trip air 
transportation from die west coast, cul­
tural orientation, room, board, tuition 
and personal expenses.
LATIN AMERICA
NFXKXk The ASSCU Latin American 
Program at Puehia. Mexico is a one quar­
ter to one year program of general studies 
in cooperation with die University of the 
Americas located near Puebla, a two-hour 
drive from Mexico City. Special oppor­
tunities tie  available in Archaeology. An­
thropology, Latin American Civilization 
and Literature and Spanish Language. 
The cost per term, which includes room, 
board, tuition is $807.
Central College Latin American Pro­
gram at Merids, Mexico is a term or year 
program in general studies in coopera­
tion with Central College. Located in the 
aeat of Mayan civilization, this program 
takes advantage of opportunities pro­
vided by the area. Cost of the program per 
term is approximately $875 which in­
cludes room, board and tuition.
TOURS, FRANCE:
The fourth annual summer program is 
offered in conjunction with the Institut d’ 
Etudes Francaises de Touraine. The pro­
gram will be directed by Dr. Pierre Robert, 
chairman of the French section of the 
Foreign Language Department at GVSC. 
Courses will be taught by faculty from 
GVSC and the butitud d' Etude' Fran­
caises de Touraine.
Curriculum: First year-Elementarv 
French. 2nd year-intermediate Levol, 3rd 
year-Advanced Level, 4th year-Superior 
Level.
Up a *  15 quarter hours of GVSC credit 
may be earned during the eight 
program.
Students reside ic  private rooms in a 
university dormitory and eat in local res­
taurants or prepare their own meals in 
their living quarters 
Tentative cost of the program, which 
indudea room, board, tuition and round 
trip transportation between New York 
and Paris, is $1,000.
DENMARK:
A one or two semester program at the 
University of Copenhagen through affili­
ation with Northern Illinois University 
Courses are taught in English by Danish 
instructors and include such studies as 
Social Welfare in Denmark. Government 
and Politics in Contemporary European 
Society, Scandanavian Art and Prose. In­
ternational and Comparative Educstion. 
Denmark and European Philosophy Stu­
dents will live with Danish families or in 
student dormitories. Approximate cost 
for the program is $1.460. for a semester 
or $2,500 for an academic year which 
includes round trip air transportation 
from New York to Copenhagen, room, 
board and Danish registration fees, health 
and meuica! insurance, and course- 
related field trips.
ENGLAND:
British Isles Theatre Tour. The CAS 
Theatre Department offers a theatre trip to 
England during the spring break. It in­
cludes international transportation, hotel 
reservations, theatre performances. En­
glish breakfast, backstage theatre visits 
and sightseeing trips arranged by the di­
rector. Prof. William Iron. Approximate 
cost is $400. Students participating in 
this tour may enroll in Theatre 399 during 
the spring term and earn five hours of 
credit.
Lancaster Junior Year Program is a 
one-year program of general studies in 
cooperation with the University of Lan­
caster, which is located near the sea on 
Morecambe Bay just south of the Lake 
District. Students are admitted to one of 
the colleges of the university, where they 
also reside. Cost, which includes room, 
board, tutition. vacation travel allowance 
and international travel, is approximately 
$2,500.
ITALY:
The AASCU International Studies 
Center in Rome provides a year program 
of general studies. The cost per academic 
year including international transporta­
tion. room, board, tuition, health insur­
ance and an orientation tour is approxi­
mately $3,000 or $1,765 per semester.
COLUMBIA: GLCA Latin American 
Program at Bogota. Columbia is a semes­
ter or ye«J program, of general studies 
especially suited for students in the social 
sciences. The cost per semester which 
includes international transportation, 
room, board and tuition, is $1625.
GVSC Biology Winter Term Program: 
Students will enroll in Human Ecology in
Mmoameric and Tropical Biology •«* 
participate in • ten-week field trip under 
supervision of a'member of the Biology 
Department. Students amy slao enrol* -a 
an Individual study project. TotsI ex­
penses In sddition to tuition ere esti­
mated e* slightly over $800 Application 
and admission to the program are 
through Dr. Howard Wright of the Biol­
ogy department.
VENEZUELA
This is an opportunity to fulfill the stu­
dent teaching requirement. International 
transporation. food, housing, tuition (15 
quarter hour credits), are approximately 
$850. This program ia available each 
term, except summer. Application «nd 
admission to the program ere through Dr. 
Dale Olsen. Director of the Educaticeal 
Studies Institute.
INDIA
The newest program for GVSC gives 
upper classmen a chance to live snd 
study for a semester or a full academic 
year at two universities in India.
The University of Mysore: (Feb. 4-May 
31. 1974) offers one semester course in 
South Indian Culture, including lan­
guage. sociology philosophy. The pro­
gram is open to between iO and 15 stu­
dents.
Cost is $1.265 for room, board, tuition, 
lanuary orientation program and round 
trip air fare from New York.
The University of Madras: ()uh 1. 
1974-April 30. 1975) is a full academic 
year program with courses in fine irts, 
philosophy, sociology and the culture of 
India at selected constituent colleges of 
the university. The program is open to 12 
students.
Cost is $2,100 for room, board, tuition, 
January orientation program, modest 
travel allowance in India and round trip 
air fare from New York
Qualifications: Applicants must hive 
completed at least two full years of col­
lege work and be in good standing. Re­
commendations from the Campus Inter­
national Education Advisor (CEA) ind 
one professor in the student's major field 
are required. Applicants must demon­
strate an established interest in Indiaend 
a maturity to enable them to adjust to a 
foreign culture. Students will live in reg­
ular dormitories with Indian students, 
abiding by regulations which are usually 
more restrictive than those prevailing on 
American campuses.
Interested students are invited to visit 
the Office of International Studies and Dr. 
Schwarz for further information on cur­
rent and planned programs.
Students not on campus may obtain 
application forms by writing: Dr. EJ\ 
Gearhart, Director: Office of International 
Studies: GVSC; Allendale. Mich. 49401
RAVI SHANKAR AT THE CIVIC
by
Patrick |. Sweeney
College
I G S J L .
bm
With his bare feet comfortably keeping 
the rhythm. Ravi Shankar sat cross- 
legged on an elevated platform covered 
with Indian rugs. His smile was winsome 
as Shankar, without words spoken, ren­
dered his Concerto for Sitar and Or­
chestra November 2, in the Civic Au­
ditorium, with the Grand Rapids Sym­
phony Orche-tra under conductor Tbeo 
Alcantara. ____
Shankar’s achievement in creating and 
advancing American interest in Indian 
music was evident as his personal ex­
pression wafted through the audience, 
subtly infused with the trail of burning 
incense. The age of the audience was as 
sundry as the mink stoles and embroi­
dered jeans thev wore
THE CONCERT!)
Shankar's concerto premiered with the 
London Symphony Orchestra under the 
baton of Andre Piwin. Shankar calls it 
his "first humble offering to be perlormed 
in the West.”
The concerto consisted of improvisa­
tions of four "ragas”—which are the 
melodic basis of Indian classical music. 
The heightened emotional contents of the 
ragas were left intact to sustain a medita­
tive mood, and at times mixed in alternat­
ing succession with the symphony for yet 
another kind of effect. The orchestra was 
working in a limited relationship as the 
Western instruments were used for spe­
cial effects in lieu of emphasizing their 
instriasic qualities. The entire orchestra 
was seldom heard. as first one or two in­
struments would interweave with the 
sitar.
Shankar has written. “Western instru­
ments, especially the violin and their re­
latives, could portray Indian music most 
beautifully and. in fact, had been used in 
India by outstanding musicians for many 
years.” He is further impressed by the 
"certain bass quality that the cello and 
double bass add to my music, encompas­
sing a full body of richness and tone.” 
The string section of the orchestra com­
prised mate than half the musicians.
Following the performance of his 
concerto—a demonstration of haw truly 
non-exclusive the rage has become- 
—Shankar rationed to the stage far three
RAVI SHANKAR
From the age of ten until he was eigh­
teen. Shankar toured through Europe 
with his brother as part of a dai.cing 
troupe. Raised in this bohemian atmos­
phere. he met Ustad Allaudin khan (mas­
ter of the sitarl ir. France, who told Shan­
kar that if he wanted to learn from kahn 
he would have to come to his little vil­
lage. forget all else and become dedicated 
and do the "sadhana ” Shankar explains. 
"There are two types of sound. ... . ,
one isthe sound which is heard, the other | ( 
sound is not really heard by ears nor- r 
mail v h is heard after a great deaf of 
'sadhana' or dedication and working for 
the sound which you hear through your 
insides." For nearly eight years. Shankar 
practiced 12 anu 14 hours a day and lived 
completely in a world of music.
Considering himself a perfonrii g ar­
tist,” Shankar adds Ins dimensions to a 
form of music that is tightly linked with 
the past It is only after years of training 
and after reaching a certain standard that 
one begins to improvise on the traditional 
ragas. Shankar claims he now improvises 
about 95% of the time.
Feeling a strong desire to "bring the 
beautiful, rich and ancient heritage of our 
classical music to the West and to bring 
about a deeper comprehension and ap­
preciation of it." Shankar has performed 
and been received with open arms at the 
United Nations, the Monterey Pop Festi­
val. Woodstock. Lincoln Center, and the 
Bangladesh Benefit at Madison Square 
Gardens—but to begin a long list. As a 
mature artist he dedicates much of his 
time to teaching, explaining and demon­
strating his art.
Because of his attitude toward music. 
Shankar is thought of by some as an 
“Uncle Tom." trying to integrate the East 
and West. He has been facing criticism 
from the traditional people in India who 
say that he is com m ercializing and 
cheapening his music with pop influence 
and lowering his standards of playing the 
sitar. To these accusations Shanker re­
plies that be is confident about one thing: 
“1 knew I would be able tc present the 
correct perspective of our music to young 
people all over the world so that they 
would have a better understanding of it.” 
He sees the current exploitation of the
sitar by pop groups on both sides of the 
Atlantic as a misfortune, but advises 
those who sincerely love Indian music as 
classic al music not to be upset by this. He 
doesn't feel that the music played can 
ruin the instrument. One instrument can 
serve many styles of music. "The guitar, 
for instance, has l>een used in so many 
different types of music, including pop 
and rock, but that has not affected or mod­
ified the traditions of playing the classi­
cal guitar.”
Thu?. Shankar continues in his per­
sonal mission to bring Indian musk to 
people lacking background in this area
He explains: "Personally, in my very 
simple way of thinking, one should be 
able to give and to give really as much as 
possible to make other people aware of 
feelings which are clean and very 
spiritual."
• SOUL NOTES 
Indian music was nurtured in a religi­
ous soii. It was a singular experience 
when I felt the aura that Shankar evoked 
and heard him reverently work with the 
unique qualities of the sitar. It occurred to 
me that he is a manifestation of his own 
being who seems to be held up by genera­
tions of musical shadows that can almost 
be seen at times. Throughout the Con­
certo. I was reminded of the incredible 
amount of beauty contained in each pen­
sive. melodic line. Shankar only asks that 
his music be heard “with a certain feeling 
of humility and a sort of concentration . " 
Much tradition seems to be disappear­
ing today, obscured by the fast-moving 
mechanical and electronic age. Amid so 
much confusion, Ravi Shankar's style re­
flects a life of devotion that many youth 
find more compelling than a mere gold 
watch for fifty years of "dedicated service 
to the company." it is soil an American 
thing to look for gold, but the direction of 
the search has changed from “go west 
young m as" to "within.”
M i"OLD TIME MOVIES"
HOURS:
Mon., Wad. -11 a.m. - 11 p.m. 
Thurt* FrL, - 11 w n. -12 p.m. 
Located Vi m l wait of GVSC 
South on 48th S t
ALL YOU CAN 
EAT
Perch - Monday 
Pizza Hullabaloo - Tues­
day
Chicken - Wednesday 
Smelt - Thursday 
Patch - Friday 
Chicken
tay Tuned
artfor°6
STEVE MILLER
by Nancy Hansen
Early in the 1960 s a band was born and 
Basted "The Steve Miiier Band." its 
members were five; lim Peterman. Lonnie 
Turner. Tim Davis. BozScaggs.and Steve 
Miller, now each a musician in his own 
right.
One of the original Los Angeles-San 
Francisco bands. Steve Miiier Band has 
played with bands ranging from the Who 
to Buddy Grey. They evolved into the 
“rock m i w h I"  much as did The Jeffsr- 
Airplaue and Quicksilver and yet de­
nying to England* they pro­
duced their first album. C hild*-* of the 
Future; bet truly established their bond to
States with their hit s i^ le . "Living in 
the U.S.A. (somebody give me a
p o g #  4
Lonthom
Profs Debate Mideast Conflict
Marks, Martin Pat Crisis la Parspsstlaa
“The problem of the refugees is something that 
is the problem of both Israel and the Arab
states.”
CAS History Professor 
Richard Marks
By GARY KOHUT
"Tha laws are a people untied by a re­
ligion who have been uprooted.” tela 
Richard Mario aiaiatant hiatory profea- 
aor at Grand Valley
Maria, who holda a doctorate degree 
from Cored! University, traced the roots 
o f  the present-day Arab-Israeli conflict to 
pro-Biblical times.
Biblical scholars, according io Marks, 
■grss that ths |“  entered Palestine in 
two groups, one group migrating from the 
Persian Gulf area around Ur. the other 
from Egypt. At the time the Palestine area 
was an important crossroads in the Fertile 
Crescent
Marks explained that the argument 
over "who was there first is wrong from 
both sides.”
Commenting that there have been lews 
living in the Mid-Kast since 1.200 BC. 
Marks want on to say that in 300 Be. there 
were large numbers of lews living in the 
Egyptian port city Alexandria, long be­
fore the Arabs set foot in Egypt in 650 AD.
"The lews have hsd s strong relation­
ship with that area from the Biblical times 
to the present." Marks added.
“Throughout Biblical history and 
throughout ancient times until they were 
expelled from the Holy Land by the Ro­
mans and up to the beginning of the 2d 
century AD the lews were widespread 
throughout all the area called the Near 
East.” the historian emphasized.
Roman legions under Vespasian in 7C 
AD systematically destroyed lerusalem 
and the entire Palestinian region, scatter­
ing the lews into Asia Minor and northern 
Africa.
This farced flight of the lews is known 
at the Diaspora.
Maintaining that since the Diaspora the 
lews became a wandering, unwanted 
people. Marks said: “Christians in the late 
Roman times and into the Middle Ages 
had e definite policy to make the lews febl 
like the dispossessed, as a nation without
a state.” -v ta e * * ' -
This, he added, accounts for the ban­
ning of lews in some European countries 
and the restricting of them in walled 
“ghettoes" in others.
Spain's Queen Isabella, who Marks'  • » . . a  o  .L _ *» _____11__Itermed i  n n in cu  uiuiuut, baiiouou uw 
lews from Spain in 1492. .
These Spanish lews migrated to north- 
era Africa. Turkey and. for the first time 
since ?0  AD. back to Palestine.
Following Spain's example. France. 
Germany and Portugal later banned all 
lews from living within their borders, 
which is the reason far the large influx of 
Jews into Palestine in the 16th century. 
Marks stated.
Marks discounted the notion that the 
prosent Arab-Israeli conflict steins en­
tirely from a religious-oriented problem, 
even though the state of Israel is based 
upon religious principles.
"There’s no controversy between the 
lews living in the Arab countries and the 
A nte.
“It's a controversy between the Aratrs 
■ml Israeli lews in the Middle East." 
Marks affirmed.
“IPs not, strictly speaking, a religious 
question.” he continued.
Marks sketched the similarities, such 
•a the acceptance by both of die Old Tes­
tament as religious doctrine, in the Mae- 
fcsm end |ewish faiths to account for the 
roligious toleration afforded the lews liv­
ing in the Arab countries.
a W—  grew rapidly, Marks
pointed o a t  in the 19th century.
France's infamous Dreyfus esse cast s 
pall of hatred and suspicion among the 
French populace against all lews The 
case Itself Involved the conviction of 
Capt. Alfred Dreyfru. a French army of­
ficer of lewith descent, charged. wrong­
fully as It later turned out, with espion­
age.
Following the assassination of Russia's 
liberal Czar Alexander II in 1681. Russian 
reactionaries, tainting the empire with
Jewish blood as thousands were exe­
cuted. blamed the lews for the czar’s 
death.
In a vigoro-ts campaign against 
liberalism Russia enacted a series of 
"May Laws." banning lews from living in 
cities and villages and confining them to 
settlements along its western borders.
Publishing a book in 1896 entitled 
"The lewish State." Viennese journalist 
and playwright Theodore Herzl paved 
the way for th8 growth of the Zionist 
movement and began the push for the 
formation of a lewish state in Palestine.
In 1897. the 1st Zionist Congress was 
held in Basel. Switzerland. The Zionists 
here agreed to apply political pressure on 
the European powers and Ottoman war­
lords to allow a degree of lewish au­
tonomy in Palestine, with the eventual 
formation of an independent lewish state.
Under the persuasive influence of 
lewish chemist, and later the first presi­
dent of Israel. Chaim Weizmann. Britain, 
in 1917. issued the Balfour Declaration
Marks commented that the declaration, 
which the League of Nations ac< epted in 
principle, expressed sympathy toward 
the idea of a lewish homeland in Pales­
tine.
A!l'.;uU3 h numbering only about 
60.000 at the time of the Balfour Declara­
tion, the Palestinian lewish population 
grew to over 500.000 by 1939.
Slaughtering approximately 6 million, 
out of an estimated 10 million European 
lews, in roughly a six-year span, the Nazi 
persecutions. Marks said, coupled with 
the resulting world-wide sympathy, 
added impetus to the formation of the 
lewish state in Palestine.
After World War n war-weary Britain, 
to whom the League of Nations mandated 
Palestine, turned the problem over to the 
U.N., which recommended the partition 
of the two states, one Arab, the other 
(ewish.
Arab opposition, fanned during the 
war years by skillful Fascist propaganda, 
grew during the immediate post-war 
period and. consequently, clashes bet­
ween the Arabs and the lews increased.
The dream of 2.000 years of lewish 
wandering and persecution, Marks as­
serted. became reality on May 14. 1948. 
when the state of Israel came into exis­
tence.
Marks echoed the sentiments of mill­
ions of Jews throughout the world, saying 
that "God's chosen people Finally came 
back home."
Commenting on the plight of the Pales­
tinian Arab refugees. Marks said: “The 
problem of the refugees is something that 
is tbs problem of both israei and the Arab 
states.
“Israel has mentioned many times that 
it is willing to do something about it. but 
the Arabs have been dragging their heels 
and using the refugees as a propaganda 
tool.” he continued.
Marks fsvors ’’any kind of solution that 
guarantees the maintenance of a free, in­
dependent and peaceful Israel" as the 
only way out of the Arab-Israeli dilemma.
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By BILL PITSCH
Professor Abram V. Martin of the CAS 
Mathematics Department feels that the 
Middle East criiie from the Arab view­
point • it not fully understood by the 
American public.
A self-proclaimed non-expert. Martin 
has been watching the situation with 
great interest, and feels that it it a tre­
mendously moral issue, with both sides 
having committed acts which cannot he 
justified
However, the facts seem to point out 
ihat "The overwhelming preponderance 
of iniuitlcn has been on the side of the 
Zionists.
The roots of the conflict go well back 
into history, back to the dispersal of the 
lews from Palestine in the first renturv 
AD after which the population became 
overwhelmingly Arab.
The Arabs inhabited this land nearly 
exclusively until 1917. when Britain is­
sued ita famous Balfour Declaration, 
which guaranteed “the establishment in 
Palestine of a national home for lewish 
people.. .11 being clearly understood that 
nothing shall be done which may pre­
judice the civil and religious rights of ex­
isting non-jewish communities in Pales­
tine. or the rights and political status en­
joyed by lews In any other country."
According to Martin, this declaration 
was made when the Arab population was 
90% greater than the 56.000 lews who 
were in Palestine at the time, with the 
Arabs owning nearly 97.5% of the land 
compared to the lews' 2.5%. Further, half 
the jewish population were recent im­
migrants fleeing the persecution they ex­
perienced in Europe in the preceding de­
cades.
In the years immediately following the 
horrible persecutions of the lews by Hit­
ler. a public clamor was raised for the 
formation of a lewish state, and the migra­
tions of lews to Palestine increased at a 
tremendous rate.
The British finally got rid of the pre­
carious situation by turning the problem 
over to the United Nations to settle be­
cause they could no longer cope with it.
[luring the 30 years under the British 
mandate, the Zionist movement gained 
control of nearly 6% of the land in Pales­
tine.
As the population increased, new land 
had to be found to accomodate the swel­
ling numbers. The only land available be­
longed to the Arabs who naturally did not 
wish to relinquish it.
Throughout history the predominantly 
Moslem Arabs had expressed a large
Professor Abram Martin
As the population grew, terrorism be­
came the main weapon of the Zionists to 
gain land The Stern gang, the most fam­
ous of these terrorist groups, did much to 
increase the land of Israel, he adds.
The first war between the Arabs and 
Israel erupted in respone to the Israeli 
terrorists in 1947. as the Arabs hoped to 
retaliate and get their land back. The 
Arabs, however, \vere very inept in battle 
and lost ground quickly. In each succeed­
ing war, the Arabs have kept losing 
ground, but the latest war has brought 
attention to the Arabs as a fighting force, 
measure of tolerance to the lews and 
ludaism. When the Ferdinand and 
Isabella, in 1492. expslied the lews from 
Spain, other Christian countries, such as 
England and France, did likewise: the 
Arab nations gave refuge to those who 
were expelled. Martin note*.
The situation has beroma Increasingly 
precarious, with thosblllty o 'th s Arabs to 
master modem technological warfare and 
regain some of their pride at a fighting 
fore©
Martin seea as a possible solution a 
joint resolution Imposed by both the Un­
ited States and the Soviet Union. "Either 
the problem will be solved by en Imposi­
tion of arms by one of the contestants or 
else by superior force of the super powers. 
which Is vastly preferable because 
neither one can do it if the other feels its 
prestipe and world status is threatened by 
the outer* resolution.
"Russia is much closer to being right 
ovor this Issue than is the U.S. I hate to say 
thin because, by and large, I think Russia 
is a grave threat to worid peace, i do 
lieve Russia has used the problems In the 
Middle East to make muddy waters for 
their own purposes." he continues.
For Professor Martin, a possible resolu­
tion might call for "a return to the borders 
before the 1967 war, and to create a buffer 
zone between tho two nations to be pa­
trolled bv U.N. forces.'
"The U.S. should force Israei io give the 
refugees an alternative - either they may 
come beck and repossess the property 
they loft, or receive some sort of compen­
sation for their lost property.
Martin adds. "This compensation is 
necessary because the Arab population is 
already in an impoverished state and 
their system can't be further taxed. Al­
ready there is a deficency in medical earn 
and education. |obs and living quarters
"This compensation may be in the area 
of $2,000. per person, with the U.S. put­
ting up the money, and I believe the ma­
jority will accept tnis compensation 
rather than becoming a minority in the 
lewish state, because to expect the other 
Arab nations to accept these refugees 
without any means of support is unrealis­
tic."
Professor Martin feels that the Arabs 
and Israelis have not been in direct con­
tact because "they feel they would be ad­
mitting defeat, especially after their 
humiliating defeat in 1967. and. although 
it may not seem reasonable, it is under­
standable."
What this all means to Martin is that 
"the U.S. should change its policies not 
because of the economic pressure but for 
the sake of justice. I think the American 
public is getting much more sophisti­
cated with regard to this whole affair, 
plus the Arabs are becoming more adept 
at public relations and I hope therefore, 
the American people will become better 
informed of the Arab side of this terrible 
conflict."
Lonfhom
The Mason W iliam s
Interviewby Patrick J. Sweeney
Maaon Wllllamt appeared In con­
ceit at Grand Valley November6, in 
the new  Campua Canter. To de- 
scribe Maaon In  |ua( a few wordt. ha
It a  folk  singer and  compoaar. 
former chief writer for the now can­
celed Smothers Brother* Comedy 
Hour, w inner of two Gram m y  
Awards and ono Emmy, and i  
eelf-deechbed artist.
Mason always aeamed like Biliy the 
Kid to me—you know, one of the televi­
sion outlaws I grew up on. He was con­
cerned with bringing art to 
television—Now that wo know the public 
will watch anything, lot's show them 
something worth watching—end wrote 
many "verbal snapshots" about the im­
ports ■ s'**! wi s »crycns discovering their 
true selves. Not only should you believe 
in what you're doing, but you should 
know what yoc’rs doing.
For some reason, it Is traditional for old 
men to become wiser and bearded. As 
Mason Williams grew older he became 
dean shaven—not as if he shaved o ff his 
beard, but more like he |uat evolved into a 
different stage of himself (and this is what 
he looks like now). During the concert he 
was working at a less hectic pace and 
appeared more mellow than I remem­
bered him aa being. It seemed as though 
he had become tired of fighting Don 
Quixote's windmills, and was interested 
in discovering a style for himself that is 
more compatible with the way he wants 
to live.
There is a marked contrast between 
who Mason Williams is and who he was. 
While talking with Mason. I was particu­
larly impressed by the notion that he en­
joyed being where he ia, but doesn't fcpeak 
disparagingly about who or where he 
used to be. He is just different now, that’s 
all.
Because of the intereating changes he’s 
been through, and in keeping with his 
own unstructured style, I’ve interposed 
(in bold print) throughout the interview 
some of his earlier thoughts.
One thought that has remained the 
same is Mason's concept ot what a con­
cert should be:
In my act
I don't have thinge 'o  remember 
I have things to do 
In fact
I don’t even have an act 
I just act like I do.
P.S.: Mason, I’d like to give you a 
chance to become famous, by interview­
ing you for the college paper.
M.W.t Wall, I've already had my taste of 
fame and you can keep It, but the inter­
view sounds Ilka a good Idas.
You can't fight tha system from within 
bacausa tha syatam ia from wi'hin.
P.8.: You can usa this interview as a sort 
of personal platform, to relate whatever 
you Ilka.
M.W.: A while ago I'd have liked that 
kind of opportunity, but now I'm just on 
tha other side of the whole person I used 
to be. I've changed a lot and there's no 
way I can rotate back to who or where I 
waa. I mean, I understand all of It. and ail 
of the manifestations of that person are 
still within me, but I'm lust doing some­
thing different now.
It ie the rale of tha artist to precent 
himself as honestly and dearly aa poaai- 
Me, so that his product becomes feelings 
for people to And in themselves. It is 
through the art of others that the artist 
learnt to appreciate hlmaelf and the ap­
preciation of one's self is tire art of living. 
Any man that understands and likes 
hlmaelf, understands and likes others. 
P.S.: Do you still feel that now is art’s 
chance to shape tho future of America? 
M.W.: No . . .  I don't think so. I guess !'m 
not into shaping America anymore. My 
art is more important as a personal ex­
pression now. Or perhaps I just realize 
that more than I did before.
We should not do art / We should be 
a rt
°.S .: Do you feel that anything you wTite 
now has to be paramount to "Classical 
Gas?"
M.W.: No. I really don't. "Classical Gas," 
in terms of music, was my biggest com­
mercial success . . . and I'm glad that 
people enjoyed it. But I think I've written 
songs at least as good. I'm just writing a 
different kind of music now, so it's hard 
to even compare. I moan, in terms of “bet­
ter" or anything on that lovel. Right now. 
I’d rather be playing the kind of music I'm 
playing, and I guess that's ultimately 
what's important.
I Anally realized that my attitude IS 
my music, so I have to feel good so that 
the music does.
P.S.: What media do you prefer to create 
in?
M.W.: Right now, playing with the group 
in an intimate sort of environment. I enjoy 
relating to people on a more personal 
level, rather than through cameras or 
typewriters and such—that's all just tuu 
mechanical for me right now.
P.S.: Do you think that you're now in the 
serious
The Mason Williams P o r t r a i t
M.W.: Yeah, probably, yeah. See, that's 
just for one form, and I suppose your 
over-all life has that form too . . .  or 
perhaps it has many of those forms and 
then within those it has similar forms. In 
other words, maybe in two years. I'll 
reach the end of this form and start 
another form.
THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS SHOW 
was kicked off for not pacifying. It didn't 
divert your attention away from social 
problems: it called your attention to 
them. It's hard to sell you something 
when you're thinking.
P.S.: Have you heard from Tommy 
Smothers recently?
M.W.: Yeah, he's on the road. And from 
what I hear doing a really fine gig. 
Tommy opened me i p . lot. )ust because 
of what he was interested in and how 
adroit he was at achieving it.
AAer looking back, I think Tom and I 
were like a couple of kida who had flip­
ped over a big rock and found the ugly 
truth about how television is really put 
logefher.'. .and were innocently 
running around trying to tell people 
what we had discovered.
Television is doing to your mind ex­
actly what industry is doing to the land. 
Some people already think like New 
York City looks.
P.S.: Will you speak about television for a 
while?
M.W.: Sure. Now I understand it from a 
different perspective. The politicians are 
ihe ones who strangle television, because 
they just don't want anything to be bigger 
than what they can control. They keep 
everything down. For reasons of their 
own that we're led to believe are reasons 
of OUR own.
Isn't it fantastic that everything that 
|happens every day is exactly one hour's 
orth of news?
[|M.W^ JJut 1 can t taikabow»««M>vi.siuii Ilka 
|l used to, because it's chanr.ad consider­
ably in the past, say. five years. Watergate 
lis o far out use of television, it's people's
talavtslon and It's real newt pa par. real 
reporting, you know, real Information.
I (hiak television ia tha greataat at all 
coauaunicatioo mediums except loving, 
tt combine* ell of tha ways to commaol- 
cat* except loving.
M.W.: One* you undantand from tha 
networks that thair whole concept la that 
they'd rather not have any mall or any 
response at all—not even from people 
who dig It. They don't <*ant any mail be­
cause then they know that they've really
Rot it goin (laughter). T :y've got middle luzuk-you know, piped in music. 
Isolation is gnod for business. It takas e 
lot of money and blind energy to get tha 
stuff you need to keep you reelf away 
from all those other people.
Business should he a part of living, not 
the center of H.
M.W.: The way the networks play the in­
strument for their own purposes means 
that they lose us. So all of the bullshit on 
T.V. Is to kind of numb us, so that we're 
nnl really ready for someone who must 
talk to us seriously. But, like I say, I don't 
think things are as bed as they used to be. 
so I'm not as critical as I was.
The bueinesamen ia not an artisL He Is 
by nature an exploiter of opportunity for 
profit end I don’t believe he should be in 
charge of a powerful tool like television. 
The government should realise that the 
businessman needs to be protected 
against himself. If left uncontrolled he 
will destroy all of his customers includ­
ing himself.
P.S.:By merely chargings nominal fee for 
your concerts are you trying to get busi­
ness out of the center of entertainment.
and nave ii just another spoke in tha an- 
tire wheel?
M.W.: Yeah. Business is a goddam shark 
in the ocean that can just eat you up if it 
feels like i t . . .  just to be blunt about it. 
But I've just elected not to hang around 
wiin ihe people who are Intellectually in­
volved in the world—people who are in 
control of this or that. I like my friends 
and they're all real and kind of simple 
people who just sort of fade into things. 
And that's the way people really are.
A sophisticated life to me is bullshit 
compared to the one I like and it just got to 
the point where I had to make a choice.
Sophistication clouds much of whet 
people want to say and that is why I work 
at being unsophisticated. I believe that if 
you will examine your own ways of 
communicating, you will find that you 
talk to yourself and your friends one way 
and to everybody else in another.
M.W.: Saving the world and solving all of 
its problems is something that I once as­
sumed had to be done. But it isn’t neces­
sary, because it makes it on its own . . .  
Suppose everyone would have said, 
'O.K., Mason, how do you want the world 
to be?' It would have been absolutely ab­
surd, because all I could have said would 
have been. 'Well. I don’t know.' ! just 
realize that I exerted some influence on 
Ihe world at one time and now I don’t feel 
any reason to, except a good time 
influence—a meaningful life. Being a 
crusader left me out in the cold. It just left 
me leal tired and burned out.
Our only hope is that sooner or iatar 
our wh' le society gets so plastic that we 
can throw it out.
P.S.: Do you think you'll return to writ-
M .  : Oh, yeah . . .  I guess eventually. I 
quit writing about two years ago. and It’a 
just that I haven't felt the urge to write 
since then.
P .8.: W ei THE MASON WILLIAMS 
READING MATTER your flret book?
M.W.i No, ihsi was the ninth .! believe 
But It was the first commercial book, so 
people think It was the Ant. Actually, It 
was made up out of three of the eertler 
books. We’ve done 14 hooks all together. 
The leaf was a guitar book.
I’m tailing you tin  truth. I em like tin  
entertainment I grew mp am.
P.S.: Could you explain your poem:
Flret you just do it 
Then yon do It lor Au 
Then you seriously do It 
And then you're done 
M.W.: Yeeh . . .  that lust seems true to me. 
It's just a process or perspective I guess 
that I've acquired about life in general. 
For instance, if you watch anything. . .  
like a puppy grow up. You know, he's 
there, then he's funny and playfril, then 
he gets more serious and than it'a over . ..  
that's It. It's |ust something I've observed, 
and i think 1 use that process myself 
whenever i'm trying io solve 
something—you know all of the separate 
stages. Granted, it's simplified, but I think 
it's true.
P.S.: Do you call any place home?
M.W.: Well. I was bom in Texas,and grew 
up in Oregon. But I like traveling now. 
P.S.: Are you glad that your parent* didn’t 
name you William Williams?
M.W.: Yeah. I kind of like my name. I 
guess it'fbetter than William Mason*, but 
that's probably just 'cause I'm used to 
being Mason Williams.
We are being taught to buy Instead of to 
be.
P.S.: Playing on college campuses mutt 
be a bit strange for you, since you’ve al­
ready been this route and even gotten to 
eat at the Queen's table. Do you prefer this 
level?
M.W.: Yeah. This is the level I like. It 
seems to me that people never make use 
of information they already have. In other 
words, I learned to do this all a long time 
ago, and yet I worked myself into a posi­
tion where I could never make any use of 
this information. So I can actually live 
and enjoy myself much more doing this 
kind of gig. rather than hanging out with 
all those wierdos at the top. I just didn’t 
dig the company or the life style of jetting 
down to this place and thei. If you've got 
an appetite for it, it’s fine . . .  maybe I’ll 
get that appetite again. But I take my 
changes real seriously. Each way of being 
is i t . . .  for keeps. And yet none of them, 
ia.
P.S.: You have an album released called 
THE MASON WILLIAMS PHONO­
GRAPH ALBUM, and a book called THE 
MASON WILLIAMS READING 
MATTER . . .  so how about if we call this 
THE MASON WILLIAMS INTERVIEW? 
M.W.: Sounds good to me.
PQQ# 5
* * * * *
by Bob Tarte and Steve MilanowskiI
■  Less than three weeks ago of this wril- 
I  ing, news began circulating regarding the 
I long-awaited American release of David 
Bowie’s new album. The immediate reac­
tion was one of great anticipation, for no 
other record of this decade has been the 
subject of so much controversy. Ac­
claimed as “a miraculous sound synth­
esis" by some, dismissed as “da-daist 
doggerel" by others, A Manual for  Writ­
ers startled all the critics with its brash- 
H9!s of style and pioneering *nnm«ch. 
The excitement, however, proved ex­
ceedingly short-lived. Instead of the 
tread-breaking Manual, the "new " Bowie 
ip turned out to be Pin-up. a hastily con­
cocted retread of 60s psychedelia culled 
from a three-day recording session in the 
spring of 73 .
The story behind Pin-up is both com­
plicated and frustrating. Early this fall. 
Manual was released in continental 
Europe, Australia, and the Far East, 
but—for reasons too lengthy to delve into 
no* (see banthom , Oct. 4 j—not in the 
United Kingdom or North America. De­
spite its theoretical availability as an im­
port, copies were few and far between, 
duanot only to the limited number of first 
pnuings (on Bowie's French “Main- 
rau” label) hut also to the recent wave of 
dod strikes in coastal France. Plana were 
initiated far American printings in mid- 
Ntoember, then just as quickly re- 
stiuied. The Supreme Court's recent ob- 
sesaity ruling was the culprit Legal ad 
y m * convinced RCA that the cover of 
(with an Bowie descend-
ircaae) was “unsuitable for public 
ition” end “in bed taste." Efforts 
to negotiate with Bowie to- 
e "more commercially oriented" 
bat be demurred, stating, if 
“bo node, no album." Bowie's er- 
SMfent * m  bated upon die obvious artis- 
h *a lity  of the record as a whole and the 
0 V s  appropriateness to its central 
* f * e .  RCA saw then faced with a di- 
The public clamored for the new 
reieoeeTyet the company felt la- 
able to comply- At the last mi- 
^  aoriy OrtphovtoMm attempt to
G V m n ad fep w  of Bowie's much 
stead rix t tw  recording session of
uos’Come To America
into a vital transitional stage for Bowie. 
Typical of that period's indecisiveness is 
Bowie's version of "See Emily Play" 
(Pink Floyd’s 1967 English hit). "Emily," 
as originally recorded, embodied em­
bryonic space music at its finest, com­
plete with stardrive slide guitar and zero 
gravity vocals. It generated a unique style 
of 'rock' whose limits even today are far 
from fully explored (witness the present 
success of Britain’s Gentle Giant and 
Roxy Music). Pin-up's interpretation is 
far removed from that genre 
The composition is performed nearly 
acapclla—a lone reggae-influenced 
maracca beat provides the instrumenta­
tion. Bowie's phrasing of the lyrics is cyn­
ical. and the recurring spoken phrase, 
"see Emily play,” is delivered with calcu­
lated bitterness, as if aimed at his own 
past naivete. The discordant note here, 
however, is Bowie's choice of .West In­
dia.. percussion. It serves only to negate 
his intention of avoiding musical cliches, 
for what can be more mainstream these 
days than a little touch of reggae?
In his rendition of "Here Comes the 
Night." Bowie tarnishes every hint of 
beauty that existed in this golden rocker 
(formerly by Van Morrison's old band. 
Them). The chorus is so intensely bela­
bored one can't help being reminded of 
the inanity of David's first album- 
—notably, that blurbling “Rubber Band” 
type of nonsense. His attempt at classical 
fusion is as clumsy here as it is refined on 
Manual ("The Ginger Man"). Added 
lyrics from Henry Purcell's opera. Dido 
and Aenus. oniy underscore the cut's 
disunity, distinguishing it as a composi­
tion lacking any musical Cohesion.
This pretentious monotony continues 
in his cover of the Who's “Can’t Explain.” 
The single was certainly one of the finest 
products to stem from the ‘British Inva­
sion’ of the sixties. Bowie’s jugband ver­
sion. however, shows little reverence for 
the original melodic structure, end the 
washboard parody of Keith Moon's in­
ventive drumming is decidedly in  insult 
Bowie does, however, redeem himself 
with the Easybeet's “Friday on My Mind" 
and Eric Burdon’s “Don’t Bring Me 
Down," for all traces o f the earlier 
moronic
an orchestrated nig- Equi 
phonic back-up and 
don "Tommy" production, 
new vitality into 
This i s m  full
in
Sbirelle 's
“Rate a Record." Both are uninhibited 
rockers, made expressedly for the dance 
floor—why, even the likes of lames 
Brown would have trouble out-funkying 
these (much less keeping his feet still 
with either on the hi-fi). In weeks to come, 
"Sorrow” will definitely be released as a 
single, judging from its heavy airplay on 
KSAN in Los Angeles and WNEW, New 
York. But then, the coasts have always 
been well ahead of the American 
Midwest. . . .
The high point of Pin-up. however, is 
David's brilliant interpretation of the 
Yardbird's “Shapes of Things.” Instead of 
the original anti-imperialistic theme, 
Bowie's bluegrass version is unabashedly 
ecology oriented. Even the lyrics are sub­
tly altered ("The shapes of things before 
my eyes / has led me to devise / my plan to 
ruralize . . . " ) .  with the chorus performed 
in two-part harmony reminiscent of the 
immortal Rory Storm and tha Texans. The 
biggest surprise here is Bowie’s har­
monica work. Rich and mature beyond 
anticipation, it fully equals Donovan's or 
Dylan'8 past mastery of that instrument.
Pin-up, as a unit, reveals a side of 
Bowie non-existent in either A ladd in  
Sane or Manual. Not only do we see a 
man enveloped in his folly and financial 
ambitions, but one obsessed with a return 
to the past: simplicity in the creative pro­
cess and art for the sake of art. The best 
antidote to this frustrating album would 
seem to be David's current material- 
—mainly. A Manual for Writers. But un­
less public reaction is strong. Manual's 
future looks bleak. Two option*, how­
ever. are immediately open to the pros­
pective buyer. Tha first, obviously 
enough, is through politics, since that is 
precisely what is keeping Manual locked 
up. If enough interested individuals 
wrote their state representatives about the 
matter, action would surely result.
At tha eery least, wiib support from
liberal ........ RCA would feel
cossA dem suo^hto release fee Ip. ob- 
niling or not duet i
David
An Intimate Interview A ir
k r M T u t o
emerge from primeval dime to domina­
tion of thla planet, only to doom tham-
Daspita Ita omnlpraaanca, Its parva- 
Ivanaae. ita unavoldabillty. air remain* 
Ignored. Politician*, rising and fal­
ling Ilka ahelf-fun|iia on a stump, are 
quoted snd ra-quotad. suffocating our 
dally papers, yet no journalist alive 
roalliea the truth inherent In a breath of 
fresh air. The only mention awarded to air 
toy our new media is the sacred name of 
exploitation—hurricanes, typhoons, cyc­
lones, toynadoes—end pollution.
i  
.
selves In the process. There Is little cause 
for alarm. Man will easily go the same 
route." As we talked further, the two of us 
became mors relaxed and open with one 
another, transcending earlier apprehen­
sions. After a brief ten-minute period of 
preliminaries I felt confident enough to 
set our words on tape, and from that point 
I pursued topics which I felt were in the 
general Interest.
Q: I feel It would be appropriate if we 
started off with a question regarding your
On the date of my Interview, I round air 
to be a wholly rewarding source of 
energy, whose opinions and ideals were 
both invigorating and wide-ranging. Far 
from the picture painted by popular en­
vironmentalists. sir seemed satisfied, if 
not complacent. A profound sense of in­
sight was readily apparent. Air was reluc­
tant to blame humanity for its shortsigh­
tedness and personal disregard, remind­
ing me constantly of the cyclic nature of 
the universe. "Modem trends should not 
be particularly upsetting to anyone.” air 
reassured me. "I have seen many species
nsture.. .  , . . .
A: Oh, you do me a great honor, but l 
cannot in honesty call nature my own—it 
is a pleasure 1 share with my friend. earth
_____  - . - s 4 . l w l . .  • m a l n r  firtn fy ; out yuu lie  boiMisas; «■ —----
in the formation of the world as we know
A: As who knows it. humanity? There 
lies the rub. The world of homo sapiens 
may well be the world of the last mil- 
lenium, but the world as I know it Is in a 
constant state of flux, for which I have 
very little responsibility. It is just as I was 
telling Mr. Shakespeare, not too long ago. 
Man is entirely too self-important.
Throughout the interview, air seemed 
satisfied , if  not com placent: "Modem 
trends sh ou ld  not be (insetting to 
anyone. . .Man is en tirely  to se lf-  
important!"
Q: You conversed with Shakespeare?
A: Oh. quite often, fo tell you the truth. I 
was special consultant for The Tempest, 
though no one knows it today. He was 
slwsys leaving my name and Bacon’s off 
his plays. It rather discouraged my crea­
tive efforts when I was just hilly harnes­
sing them again. You soe I had not done 
anything Important since the Grand Ca­
nyon, and I felt that literature would be a 
new direction for me. so to speak. That's 
the laat collaboration that I will ever form! 
His crack about the "the ill wind" in king 
Henry tV proved the end to my coopera­
tion.
Q: You seem rather well versed in the 
classics. Are you able to keep up on your 
reading?
A: I trust you are not leading up to any 
eye of the hurricane' remarks...
Q: Furthest thing from my mind.
A: Fine. I would also appreciate your
avoidance of any mention of my 
tropopause.. .
Q: A more specific question, then. For 
centuries yon were regarded with earth, 
water, and fire as one of the four elements 
of (he universe. Now (hat science is a little 
more sophisticated, your status has boon 
considerably lessened—from a building 
block of the cosmos to a meteorological 
phenomenon. What effect, if any. has this 
change in attitude had on vnur nersona?
A: That la a difficult nijeatton to answer 
for a number of reason*. I would certainly 
have to slate that the lessened responal- 
bilty la a bleating, as I'm no longer held 
accountable for 'putting together' every­
thing In the universe. I had grown accus­
tomed to long hours of work creating mat­
ter and Insuring It stayed created, so that 
when Geasendi started taking the pres­
sure off me in the 17th century, every dsy 
thereafter was e comparative vacation. It 
also eased my mind when Lavoisier and 
the boys discovered the difference bet­
ween oxygen and air. The result was that I 
had even ieea duties to perform. There are 
a fsw drawbacks to my new status My 
rapport with water we* at It* peak in those 
days—mainly out of necessity—and we 
did lots of good work together. Lately, 
however, I've gone my separate way and 
have developed different interests than 
water. We (till get together and erode the 
earth aaoften as possible, but we are by no 
means as close as before. I do rather miss 
all the scientific attention, but feel confl- 
dent that it's only a matter of time before 
another chemist or physicist comes up 
with another ridiculous theory involving 
me. and I'll have a full calendar once 
again.
A: That was basically the some sort of 
problem after I voided my contract. They 
tried to finish the filming with fire, aoth, 
and eventually water in my place, which 
ruined the entire production.
Q: How did the death of Frank Lloyd 
Wright effect you pereonallyT 
A: I was understandably melancholy 
for weeks at the loss of such a genius, but 
recovered once the initial shock wore off. 
It matters little, really, for what affect
in the universe has the birth or deathupoi.---------------------------
of any single man? One must put these 
things In proper perspective. What the 
hell—I'll blow down all hts houses one
day. anyhow.
Q: What do you feel Is the function of
GVSC Faces Accreditation
Cont. from pg. 1
"I hope North Central will take into 
consideration how imw we are and will 
approach our accreditation in a fair man- 
ner." , .
Niameyer agreed that there was “a lac* 
of knowledge” in the William James 
Community, and stated. "Maybe I pre­
sumed too much in terms of what they 
knew or understood.” More information 
could have been given to the William 
James people concerning the accreditia- 
ion process, he explained.
Niemeyer also spelled out why the 
other colleges at Grand Valley are not so 
worried.
The Preparation
Thomas Jefferson, The College of Arts 
and Sciences, and College IV have al­
ready begun doing interim evaluations:
1) TJC has been conducting studies 
through the U of M Center of Higher Edu­
cation due to the state auditor's report of 
last year.
' 2) CAS brought in outside evaluators 
to appraise thoir programs; as part of an 
overall evalutlon of CAS for their own 
purposes of self-preparation for the North 
Central review.
3) College IV, being the second newest 
cluster college, won’t have much of a 
problem compiling their data for the ac­
creditation review since they are already 
in the midst oi an abundance of pappr 
work dealing with future plans and goals 
of College IV.
Niemeyer stated that "Because of our 
lock of knowledge concerning graduate 
school programs, we found it necessary to 
contact North Central They sent back all 
the information and we knew that more 
than lust the Graduate School of Business 
would be evaluated, but on the ether 
hand, were not aware that the self study 
would be as extensive as in fact it is.”
Kolenbrander stated, “We didn't think 
the entire college had to be reviewed; it 
was a lack of laiowledge on our port.”
Niemeyer stated that GVSC's evalua­
tion ts an institution is not an issue, 
Grand Valley is accredited and it stands 
accredited until 1978. "What we’re seek­
ing is additional accreditation is the 
sense of a higher or advanced degree 
level."
North Central recommended very 
strongly that Grand Valley have the 
evaluation in the Spring of 1974. They 
work on a schedule and have evaluations 
only twice a year; spring and fall.
“We have decided to act quickly, and 
than is nothing unusual nor extraordinary 
about But.” Niemeyer added.
"North Central has been very co­
operative, and we’re in the process now of 
KaSug assigned a consultant to work with 
us. and all the cluster colleges in conduct­
ing this study,” Niemeyer continued.
Niemeyer is serving as co-ordinator for
working together to prepare the neces­
sary statements and nobody likes to do 
unexpected work like this, but by the 
same token, I think most faculty will rec­
ognize and accept it as a necessary evil.
"As it turned out. we didn’t spend all 
our time collectively as an institution 
reading all the rules” (concerning ac- 
creditiation of graduate programs).
“It's not big deal—I think it’s going to 
be a useful exercise and some good can 
come it,” concluded Linnell.
Central, and at that time was not aware of 
the total kind of report that had to be 
submitted.
Niemeyer then went to Chicago and 
talked to North Central in order to clarify 
more precisely a time frame in which 
Grand Valley could work arrangement* 
for a consultant, and tentative plans for 
the dates of evaluation. The date of
The fact that the emphasis of this 
evaluation and review by North Central 
will be mainly on the Graduate School of
Business, may take some of the pressure 
off the other colleges.
The Delay
Administrators feel that there was no 
way of avoiding the abruptness of the ac- 
creditiation situation.
Grand Volley did not receive the state 
funds for theGraduate School of Business 
until Summer, 1973; therefore, the Board 
of Control could not make any decisions 
concerning its approval.
After the funds were received, the 
Board gave their final approval at the 
Board meeting in June. They did not ap­
prove the curriculum until August, 1973.
Marvin DeVries, the grad school’s 
dean, made the first contact with North
lanuary 3, 1974 was decided upon as 
reasonable for all reports to be submitted 
to Niemeyer, and January 15, 1974, a 
deadline for the reports to be subm itted to 
North Central. Spring of 1974, it was de­
cided, the inspectors would visit the 
campus.
Marvin DeVries stated that North Cen­
tral "will not be reviewing the other col­
leges to take away their accreditation, but 
it will simply be an overall comprehen­
sive review of all the colleges; it's just 
normal procedure."
W1C prof. Robert Mayberry feels that by 
hurrying to meet outside pressures, the 
work can often be sloppy.
Sloppy or not. due to technicalities, 
and lack of knowledge concerning ac­
creditation of grad level courses, all col­
leges will have to come up with their self 
studies by )«..iuary 3, 1974.
DeVries believes there will be no prob­
lem in getting accreditation from North 
Central.
“What's happening now means no­
thing to the undergraduate colleges, 
stated Niemeyer.
M OVIES REVIEW ED
He also feels, along with many other 
faculty and administrators, that periodic 
evaluations are a healthy process.“I 
would like to see another evaluation in 
five years instead of ten years," con­
cluded Niemeyer.
Q; Are you unaer any sort of tech- 
nocological pressure in this century?
A; Oh, of course. 1 hope I didn't misleaa 
you—lots of it. I'm constantly under pres­
sure in the form of fire extinguishers, 
aerosol cans, scuba tanks, pipe organs- 
—you name it. I have also been appearing 
in countiess films over the last few de­
cades; there are really very few with 
which I wasn’t majorly involved—2001:
A Space Odyssey, for example.
Q: How about lacques Cousteau's. 
World Without Sun ?
A: Originally I had a quite elaborate 
role in that picture, but by the time it was 
released my character had been so diluted 
that I dissociated myself from it entirely.
Q: I specifically remember your stun­
ning performance in the first half of The 
Last Days o f  Pompeii.
A: Oh yes, thank you, but I'm sure you 
know the story behind that—how I 
stormed off the set early in the filming 
over c dicssreemcn! in distribution rights 
with the producer. They tried to complete 
the production without me. using earth as 
my substitute, but the result was disastr­
ous! It was an incredible muddle. The 
Pompeii set ended up buried under sev­
eral hundred feet of dirt and dust, but 
they had a schedule to conform to. and 
were forced to film it that way.
Q: I seem to remember a similar prob- 
lem in Atlantis, the Lost Continent.______
the modem artist?
A: It depends upon the atmosphere of 
the country involved. In a democratic na­
tion, propagation of thought—In a to­
talitarian. Its precipitation.
Q; Is Darwinism here to stay?
A; It will outlast Darwin.
Q: Is religion a must?
A; No. It's simply a mold.
Q; How long do you expect the delicate 
situation In the horse-latitudes to remain 
calm?
A: As long as an equilibrium can be 
maintained between the two opposing
fronts.
Q: Why are there so many wind belts in 
the troposphere?
A: They are necessary to hold my warm 
air masses up.
Q; A more general question: There has 
been endless speculation regarding the 
effects of sonic booms and the recent 
moon landings on climate as a whole. Do 
such occurences reaiiy influence your 
meteorology?
A: Emphatically not. The only damage 
caused by sonic boom* is on the face of 
the earth. As far as the moon and seven of 
the planets go—they are a little outside
my scope.
Q: You said "seven of the planets,” I 
notice. Besides earth, naturally, what's 
the exception?
A: To be perfectly truthful, any tamper­
ing with Mercury influences my temper­
ament.
Q: What's your philosophy in terms of
morels?
A: 'Elevation before inversion.'
Q: Have you any idols?
A: Only Thor.
Q: One tinal question—something that 
has been puzzling me since the early six­
ties. and I've been told you have the ans­
wer. How many seas must a white dove 
sail before she can sleep in the sand?
A: I wish I could answer that one. Bob. 1 
honestly don’t know.
Nov. 20
THE 1000 EYES OF DR. MABUSE
This is tha third of director Fritz Lang’s 
films to center around the power hungry 
master criminal, Dr. Mabuse. The story 
takes place in Berlin's Hotel Luxor and 
centers around the two lovers; Travers, 
the American nuclear scientist and Mar­
ion, and young woman who l» an amnesia 
victim, and Dr. Jordon, who is after 
Traver’s atomic secrets that wouH enable 
Jordon to destjoy the world.
THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI
“Here is a film that depicts essence 
rather than appearance. In doing so. this 
1919 film became a curiously prophetic 
work, for it caught the alienation, frustra­
tion, tension, and horror of existence.”
WILD STRAWBERRIES
Ingmar Berman's film is the widely ac­
claimed account of a doctor's journey 
through dream and memory. As the doc­
tor travels to receive an honorary degree, 
he is confronted by a series of flashbacks 
and events which reveal the shell of cold­
ness he has built around himself. He 
dreams of his own death, is criticized by 
his daughter-in-law, and treated coldly 
by his own mother. After he receives his 
honor and has gone through a trying day. 
the doctor makes his first efforts to 
change himself. (C.A.S. English Dept.. 3 & 
7 p.m.. nn. 132 LHH. Free Admission).
explore his characters' psychology until
tha completion of repasts, and is talking 
to all the Deans to aid In pi utting together
He
; reports.
It, however, that. “Un- 
f , it will required a lot of work 
on A t port of a lot of people."
CAS D on John Linnell. agresfni with 
m  i ■ j — stated that "dearly, m m y  fa- 
ashy will hnve to ip m d  aevetel days
Nov. 27 
RED BEARD
Akira Kurosawa's longest and most 
impressive Aims is set in the slums of 
19th century Japan. The story involves a 
young doctor who is giyen the post of a 
mere intern in a slum clinic. He rebels 
against the hospital's roles, but the pres­
ence of t  doctor known as Red Beard pre­
vents him from leaving. The plot, on the 
surface, resemble* that of a Dr. Kildare 
stciy, but Kurosawa use* this os • plcy to
their frailities and strengths become the 
sum of humanity itself. (C.A.S. AM Dept., 
3 p.m., Louis Armstrong Theatre. Free 
Admission).
Nov. 27
THE MAGICIAN
A wandering magician comes bearing a 
bag of tricks that turn him from magician 
into savior, then to con-man. and finally 
to artist extraordinaire. Ingmar 
Bergman's startling work is a thinking 
man's horror film and a symbolic self- 
portrait. The magician leads a brilliant 
attack on modem rationality and vni- 
cism. "Rich in comedy and melodrama, 
as well as deep philosophic thought, and 
wonderful in graphic details." New York 
Times.
Nov. 29
THE SHOP ON MAIN STREET
A hauntinglv tragic comedy set during 
the early days of the Nazi occupation of 
Czechoslovakia. Much of the film's 
power derives from the incredibly subtle 
and intellegent acting by the two leading 
performers: Britko, a simple, amiable 
carpenter and a stubborn but lovable 
Jewish widow. The film personalizes 
mass destruction and is centered on the 
man who bore witness - Britko. "It's scope 
is remarkable and it's achievements rare, 
for it manages to translate the apocalyptic 
tragedy of our century into humin 
terms . . . Totally without pretension." 
Judith Crist. (GVSC Slavic Film Festivil, 
3:15 & 7:30 p.m., rm. 132 LHH. Free Ad­
mission).
Leonard Lurie
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Women’s V-Ball Heads For Tournament
by M srsarst O’D rrrsf
Th« Woman1!  VnUeyb^i Tsss heads 
for the State Tournament* this iraefranil 
at b i t  UnsiM with an U alrabla  win 
column. Tha Varsity (quad w ill---------, rn  v ni  t  il  oompata 
with tan othar schools while Junior Var- 
sity will face opponents tram among IS 
«»thar to  trass. Michigan State willhoat, 
the two day Tournament in which 
will via for tha top two note, guaran­
teeing th an  a borth at tha Midwaat Reg­
ional Tournaments to be held later this 
month et Champaign, Qlinola.
Coach loan Boand has led the Varsity 
squad to a reepectable 13-2 record. Com­
prising the team are Seniors ludy Vender
Grand Valley') cross country 
team finished seventh at tha 
November 3rd NAIA District No. 
23 meet held at the Big Rapids 
campus of Ferris State Collage. 
Hillsdale College won the meet 
with 70 points
The judges had to decide the 
winners of both the maxi and midi 
races «l last Saturday's second 
annual Grand Valley Marathon.
which drew 2*MI entrants from 
several stales.
lames Carter of Bast Lansing 
won the 26 mile maxi race with a 
time of 2:26:42. Defending champ 
Barney Hanre was aamnd
The 13 mile midi was captured 
by Gerald Crane of Holt who 
shared a 1:00:23 time with second 
place finisher Ed Griffis.
In the mini race. Duane Spits of 
Lansing paced off the 6 5 miles in 
3 i:43 to boat out Grand Valley ace 
and gliac Champ cross country 
runner. Scott Van Allsburg. Van 
Allsburg's time was 32:36.
The Grand Valley Soccer Club 
ended its season with an impres­
sive 3-0 victory over Northwood 
Institute on November 3rd and a 
2-2 tie with Aquinas Collage Iasi 
Saturday. The club, which 
finished with an impressive first 
year mark of 1-2-2. was lauded by 
their coach. Professor Antonio 
Herrera who hopes to arrange a 
schedule for the Spring Term.
"They're playing as a (earn now, 
passing the ball." stated Herrera at 
the Northwood game.
Hook, Jan Peters, and Sandy "Bullat’ 
Arm" Schaner; Juniors Pat Baker, Jane 
''T ha F laa" Stubenvoll, and Linall 
Crampton: and Sophomore Llaa Van- 
Rinat.
In Junior Vanity oontaata, Grand Valley 
hie racked up nine victorias against two 
iosaaa. m e j.V.s consist of junior Joanna 
Wlnstron; Sophomores Gall Cairale and 
Margaret O’Dwyer, and Freeh men Sandy 
O ld shown, Pat "P .J.” Baker—to be dis­
tinguished from the Vanity's Pat "Bakes" 
Bakar. Margaret Lohrer, and Beth Egolf.
October 16, the Lakan invalid to Big 
Rapide to open the aeceon with a match 
•gainst Parris. Both Vanity and Jr. Vanity 
tasms scored derisive wins evsr tha Bull­
dogs with 13-4 and 1341; and 15-3,15-6 
victories, respectively. Later that week, 
they added to the win column by defeat­
ing Kellogg Community and Saginaw 
Valley Colleges on the home court.
Hosting e triangular match with the 
Univenity of Michigan and Calvin Col­
lege, the Laken Vanity Team split their 
oames while the Jay Vees proved the vic­
tors in both. In Vanity play, Grand Valley 
heat the U. of M. 15-1 and  15-1 .and were
Lakers C lo* with 6-3  Record
Adrian College could muster 
only a field goal as the inspired 
Lakers trounced their MIAA foe. 
48-3.
The Laken were led by their 
usually strong backfield of |ohn 
Mahan and Steve Brems. Brems 
scored the initial Grand Valley 
touchdown recording 105 yards 
in 19 carries. Mahan also col­
lected a touchdown and rushed 21 
times for 193 yards.
Freshman jamie Hosford ac­
counted for two Laker six- 
pointers. running one and two 
yards.
Defensive back Alvin Ward also 
scored a touchdown intercepting 
an Adrian pass and returning it 38 
yards.
The Lakers totaled 582 yards 
total offense, a new school record. 
Mahan also established a record 
as his 193 yards for the day gave 
him a nine game season total of 
1,334 yards gained.
GVSC 13 0 14 21
Adrian 0 3 0 0
Led by first year coach fim 
Harkema, the Grand Valley foot­
ball team recorded its best season 
ever this year, ending with a 6-3 
mark.
The Lakers closed their season 
out with a loss to GLIAC champ 
Northwood Institute on Novem­
ber 3rd (14-7) and a 48-3 romp 
over Adrian College laat Saturday.
Grand Valley didn’t lose the 
Northwood geme until the final 
minute when a Laker drive stalled 
on their opponents eight yard 
line. The northmen had scored the 
go-ahead and subsequently the 
winning touchdown with 4:39 to 
go in the game.
Quarterback Kerry Rasikas ac­
counted for Grand Valley's only 
touchdown, scoring on a ten yard 
run in the second quarter. Jack 
Griffin added the conversion. The 
Laker tally was set up by a fumble 
recovery by Crand Valley 
linebacker Ken Bailey.
GVSC 0 7 0 0 7
Northwood 7 0 0 7 14
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David Bowie
Continued from
Reformed
of the customer. If enough people seem 
interested in the album. RCA might Just 
be pressured into an immediate Ameri­
can releasd.
There is a third and grimer alternative 
open at thd present time. As far as major 
record companies are concerned. Manual 
is simply a sales risk. To a smaller label it 
could mean a possible goldrush. K-Tel 
Records, for example, has expressed de­
sire in releasing Manual in the statss- 
—cover and a il—but. unfortunately, 
under their own title. K-Tel. the firm that 
brought ua such wonders as Donnv Os­
mond, Superstar and the Sou! Train 
collection wants to release the alLura here 
as I Believe in Bowie, which, incredibly 
enough, is not half as repugnant to David 
as it is to his public. It would, neverthe­
less. provide us with a convenient supply 
of Manual (at any Wool worth's or Woolco 
stores), as well as the irony of the utilizing 
of outrageous commercialization to mar­
ket an anti-commercial work of art.
/  R o m a n
/ n I i CI l  LA » * •%/ » • w
Adrian
Wade
L u + h e r a n
Walter
Roberts
Campos ministry
council
Lake. Huron Hall
R o o m  l i o l
Ext. HI /
Ron
Fisher
Newsi a w^ eel- 
wl! o f o^eb*?
C h r i s t i a n
Sc ie n ce
C h r is t ia n
Reform ed Applications are being 
accepted for the three 
student openings on the 
Newspaper Board. Inter­
ested persons should 
leave applications with 
the Campus Activities 
Office, the News Bureau, 
or the Lanthorn office. 
Information should include 
an address, college, and 
reason for membership.
^ U n i t e d  
Ministries irv 
h e r Educfltfc
RESEARCH
>
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HLI6 FLAK
by Pat Duncan
I |UM( that I am one of thu fw  paopla 
who didn't buy the Webber and Rico 
album, |esu* Christ Superstar I was only 
familiar with the two »ingle«—Ihe title 
tong anti "I Don't Know How To I*ove 
Him," that were plugged on Top 40 radio. 
Though 1 was unfamiliar with the album,
I was cognizant of the atory. having read 
the book when It was a best seller.
So. I was relatively free of any obvious 
biaaaa when I saw the fiim at Eaitmoo*. 
(The Eaatbrnok, by the wey, ha* the most 
comfortable seals of any theatre in C..R ) 
Aa far as an en|oyablo evening, I can say 
the /. C. Superstar can give It. I liked the 
music. It has a large variety of tyt>e* of 
music, from vaudevtiiian lo the love nai­
led. The vocals are nil weii done, eon 
Andre Previn's conducting la impressive
What Impressed me most, though, was 
the tack that the story line took, and tho 
performances of the few unknowns in the 
various leads. Tod Neeley is quitn compe­
tent as |esus, but Carl Anderson’s |udss 
steals the whole movie. Despile some of 
the best songs being given to Neiiley. An­
derson repeatedly draw* your attention 
whenever ho is on the screen.
His )udas has such power and force that 
you feel more at his death, than when 
they crucify Christ. Anderson's |udas is 
tom apart by conflicting emotions, and 
his portrayal carries every emotion from 
its most subtle connotation to Its soul­
splitting peak
Ted Neeley’s Christ is again competent, 
and Yvonne Klliman's Mary Magdalene is 
also a strong performance. Bui it rests 
there. There are no firm roles for the rest
The Lanthorn regrets the 
absence of the location 
of a  record sale adver­
tised in the last issue 
--which we all know was 
none other than the 
Campus Bookstore.
of tha cast. Harod (loahua Moatsl) has a 
great little son* and dancathat Ii o m o '  
the film's highlight*, and Simon Zealots.
M T. Marshall) haa a roualng number.eae never lest long, and we never 
see much of them again. Their short ap­
pearances make u* long for more, snd we 
are left unfulfilled,
Overell. it I* a good film. I hope we see 
more of Carl Anderson.
The American Film Thaatra (AFT) Is-
___ I fleet m I Ita mmmimm ni atlffHf Ifttlf
RUOU Mill •»••» we ••• — —•••• •'
contemporary drama* a couple <«*••** 
ego, and It was a partial success The part 
that failed wea not the performance or the 
y. but the organisation and planning 
,...t made it available. People who had 
subscribed either didn’t eat a ticket In 
• r*e enl nft* far anme the*Ire in Paw-tllllOl */• 0V I we.— .we —---------------------
klnshaw. New lersey. There were scram­
bles and mix-ups that could only be 
blamed on a computer, but even theee 
failed to mar the play.
I did have one complaint, though. Con- 
tidering that I taw the film for only ita 
second run through the projector, the 
print wag in poor shape. I don't know why 
this it. but I hope it doesn't become the 
standard for the rest of the films.
The filming ia a happy balance between 
cinema and theatre. There were no obtru­
sive cuts from actor to actor, and the cam­
era brought you into the set when neces­
sary, and stayed back in a long shot when 
required. I personally do not like live 
drama. Probably because I am 'movie 
trained' and haven’t been exposed to 
enough good drama. I can't get Into the 
play, but with the aid of the camera, I was 
brought Into the world of Edward Albee’s 
"A Delicate Balance."
I loved the play. The acting by Paul 
Scofield and Katherine Hepburn was 
superb. Though Lee Remick seemed mis­
cast, and loseph Cotton and Betsy Blair 
appeared weak, it might have just been in 
contrast to the three super powers they 
had to deal with: Hepbum and Scofield, 
aided by a fantastic performance by Kate 
Reid.
Question: I tried io have sex twice with 
my boyfriend but he couldn't penetrsto 
either time, I wasn't tense or nervous and 
it wasn’t hi* fault, i thin* U.s Hfu «f=  
must be phyelcel end ia mine. 1 wonder 
what a doctor would do to remedy the 
situation
Answer: Although most women do not 
have very much difficulty having Into- 
courae ih# first time. ■“•«* do ,,avs * 
tough hymen or a hyuaeai wit., a vsry 
small opening which prevent, adequate 
penetration This I* more unusual thaie 
days since so many women use tampons 
which do result In some stretching of the 
hymenal opening Manv sourc** stile 
that strenuous physxal activity by a 
woman can result In opening of the 
hymen. The hymen is In a rather ihe- 
tered and ! have never been able to figure 
out what kind of physical activities they 
were talking about. II seems like some­
thing of a dubious proposition.
A physician would perform a pelvic 
examination and determine by visual in­
spection whether the opening to the 
hymen was small. If it was only moder­
ately small the physician could tecch you 
how to dilate the hymenal opening using 
a special set of tubes of gradually incrao- 
ing diameter If the opening is very tight 
he might recommend a minor *UJB*“ * 
procedure tha! could be done in the of­
fice. On the other hand, there is a chases 
that you are still struggling with base
anatomic confusion. You anu your boy­
friend should go back to scratch and 
begin with a more leisurely exploration of 
each other; the problem might solve it­
self.
The Doctor’s Bag Address letters is Dr, Arnold Werner, 
Box 074, Bast Laming, 4BM3.
Questioni What are tha symptoms of 
pragnancy when you are to  tha ptllT Can 
a woman atill hive her period during 
whether on or off the ptllf 
taken each and every day 
the pill ta Incredibly reliable 
pregnancy la juat about unheard of. 
However, if a woman mlaaae more than 
two or three ptlla during a month, tha risk 
of pregnancy begins to Increese. Indeed, 
It mlgnt be hard to tall for a whila if a 
woman on tho pill Is actu al* pregnant. 
Howevar, if ilisr; i : a history u  taking tha 
pill Irregularly, aha aura ought to be 
alarmed if tha bleeding that occurs with 
itlon of tha pill doaa nottha monthly 
appear. Soma woman have very scant 
bleeding whan on the pill, but If thev 
have been uaina It regularly aa directed, 
have no canae for concern.
A normal menstrual period doee not 
occur during pregnancy although there 
can be very alight bleeding at the time of 
the expected menstrua! period for the 
first month or two. Moat women have no 
trouble differentiating thia from ■ normal 
period.
Question: Please write e UO.word thesis 
on the subject of vaginal flatulence. Con­
sider specifically the following aspects 
and possible causes of the phenomenon: 
Vaginal geometry, vaginal musculature, 
hydrodynamic phenomena and temporal 
proximity to foreign body penetration. 
Also uuts if tills problem fi common 
among the ljuman species, or if my wife 
and 1 have made a unique medical dis­
covery.
The Way 
Comes T  o
GVSC
by Candy Drane
The Way, Inc. is now forming a fellow­
ship on campus open to all students, fa­
culty, and staff. By teaching the power of 
positive believing, the ministry claims 
many are learning that they can overcome 
what were formerly thought of as uncon­
querable and even hopeless situations.
The ministry, which holds Christian 
fellowships through-out the U.S., Eng­
land, the Netherlands, South America, 
and Canada, is a biblical research and 
teaching organization. Its primary con­
cern is setting before men and women of 
all ages and backgrounds what its follow­
ers believe is the inherent accuracy of the 
Bible. The ministry is not a church or 
denomination, but a group of individuals 
dedicated to sharing with iiielr follow 
man the keys they have learned in God's 
Word, the Bible.
Way followers bolieve that, "These 
keys can change an individual with a de­
feated. embittered and suspicious out­
look into a positive, love-filled person 
who can contribute to the influence of 
love in this world.”
The Way held its first fellowship at 
GVSC October 28 in the Upstairs Com­
mons. The ministry will begin to develop 
several weekly fellowships on campus 
depending on student interest and sup­
port.
The Way. Inc. bases its fundamental 
practice on Christ’s promise that “I am 
come that they might have life, and that 
they might have it more abundantly." 
(John 10: 10). Its founder and president. 
Dr. Victor Paul Wierwiile wrote the book 
entitled Power f o r  Abundaht Living 
evidencing the Scripture's principle. The 
Way offers a class by the same name, con­
sisting of 12 three-hour sessions pre­
sented in tha foius of s  cCtvjrsCuSw •**“* 3* 
a tape, and various readings.
In his book, Dr. Wierwiile asks, “Why 
don't Christians prosper? It begins with
f k a f  * K o  H t K l o  n o *  i i r t H r f .IllO  p iU M W IU  UMH „, — —
stood when read. The Bible is not under­
stood because we hsve never been taught 
the basic keys to tap into the power prom­
ised by the Word of God, many people 
remain unreed, unlearned, perhaps very 
skeDti cal-certainly powerless."
■file book also covers questions such as: 
—What’s the truth about evolution?
—Is Christianity really practical?
—What has happened to Christianity? 
—What is the purpose of my life?
—How can we overcome feer and worry? 
—What Is the unforgivable sin?
Wierwiile has devoted over 30 years of 
hia life to re*s<«3ilag sad teach lag Scrip- 
tura. Ha beaaa teaching ciamee «*» Pswsff 
^ A b u n d an t Living la  19SS and tha 
ministry is growing steadily throughout 
the world.
lint Plunkett, oo-nriHaalor  of feilow- 
, htp« in the Holland Grand Rapids an a  
feet* that, “Many people i " *
*nd Christianity I
I almost decided not to answer 
this question for fear of besmirching my 
reputation by creating the Illusion that 1 
write term papers for a fee The noisy 
escape of air from the vagina Is quitn 
common. Relevant factors producing 
vaginal flatulence Include vigorous and 
active Intercourse In positions which 
allow the Introduction of elr into the vag­
ina. Contraction of the vaginal muscula­
ture following the introduction of air re­
sults in e noisy expulsion, ss Hoes with­
drawal of the penis. Also, the ballooning 
or the distai vagina during sexual excit.r- 
inept facilitates the trapping of air. Inter 
course in the man above position with the 
woman's knees drawn up to her chest, nr 
wheelbarrowing It over the edge of the 
bed facilitates air entrapment.
I regret to inform you that you have 
discovered nothing unique. If II ha* in do 
with sex, you can be sure II has happened 
before, many times. Sex is not an area In 
which there is much uniqueness, except 
hopefully, the existence of s personal re­
lationship if two people are Involved 
That's 147 words not counting my snide 
comments in tho first sentence and this 
last sentence.
Question: How do the eyedrops that Ret 
rid of blood shot eyes work? Do they 
bypass some natural protective function 
of the blood shot eye or is the blond shot 
eye a warning signal? The reason 1 ask 
this is because 1 liked tho way they helped 
my eyes when they were blood shot as a 
result of being stoned. Are there ar.y pre­
cautions to be followed with eyedrops? 
Answer: The plain old ordinary eynd- 
rops. which are commonly found in drug 
stores, are a waste of time and money. 
They contain nothing of value to Ihe eye 
and their effects are largely phychnlogi- 
cal. The eyedrops that get the redness out 
do no because they contain an agent 
which constricts very tiny blood vessels 
which produce the appearance of red­
ness. The use of such eye drops is proba­
bly harmless although they may cause ir­
ritation for some people, especialK ii 
used frequently. Their effect is fairly 
short lived.
There are two dangers to the use of 
eyedrops that you should be aware of. 
Although all the eye drops 1 checked in 
the local apothecary contain a substance 
to discourage bacterial contamination, 
such contamination is still possible, and 
you could end up producing an infection 
by using the eyedrops. Therefore. *F« end 
of the dropped bottle should never con­
tact anything and the stuff should not he 
kept around for very long or used at ail if 
it ever appears cloudy. The second cau­
tion is that not all cases of blood shot eves
ere caused b11 being stoned. Sometimes 
the blood shot eye is a sign of Infection. 
Self medicating en Infected eye with over 
the counter eye drope is no better then 
trying to batter down brick wells with 
ping pong bells. Eyes ere delicate and 
lovely things end deserve the very fees' *>? 
care They should be taken to your doctor 
if there are any unusual symptom* In­
volving them.
Question: This summer a half down of ua 
hitched hiked to the Rocky Mountains to 
spend some time camping. One of our 
group niartsd a rumor that had the girls 
freaked out and the fellow* reluctant to 
camp near the women. She rhainisinSu 
that bears are attracted to women during 
their menstrual period and In more than 
|u*l an amorous fashion. Wa knew 
enough lo hang our fooa up nign nnu 
away from camp, but with all the stuff 
about women's liberation, it seemed un­
real Istlr lo expect the women to put up 
with similar treatment. Wes there a real 
need for caution and what could we have 
done about it?
Answer: The longer I write this column 
the more I become convinced that the 
questions are actually much better than 
the answer* This particular concern aent 
me scrambling for some data which 
(timed out lo be hard to come by. One 
summer In the late 1980's two women 
backpacking in Glacier National Park 
were attacked by' -■ grizzly bear. On a of the 
women was menstruating at the time. The 
wildlife expert I spoke with confirmed 
this story and recalled hearing one or two 
othor similar reports. Needless to say, the 
fact that Ihe women were menstruating 
and were subsequently attacked by the 
hear does not necessarily indicate a 
casual relationship, it easily could have 
been a coincidence. As well, the bear 
might have been attracted hj bacon or 
other odoriferous food stuffs, a more 
likely occurance when the natural food 
supply for animals is sparce.
( frizzly bears are known to attack even 
though apparently unprovoked but the 
more usual black bear found in many 
parts of this country does not usually at­
tack unless bothered. Getting between a 
bear and its cubs constitutes being 
bothered.
Attacks by animals on campers, includ­
ing back packers, are extrodinarily rare. 
On this basis alone, it would seem there 
was little source for concern. Camping in 
the more ooduIous parts of the country 
would g,.u reason for concern, ihe 
greater threat to tranquility coming from 
othor campers. I cannot give you absolute 
reassurance on the behavior of grizzlies 
in the Rocky Mountains.
WILL SUCCESS SPOIL FRANK ZAPPA
b y  The Vestibule
I sit here in the wake of a Mothers Of 
Invention exmeert. I also sit here in the 
wake of the realization that Frank Zappa 
and hia Mothers are finally popular and 
their com m ercial potential is being 
realized. I’m wondering if that’s good or 
not.
Their recent Detroit concert was at 
Masonic Temple which is a haven for 
musicians because of its fine acoustics. 
The show was sold out a week in 
advance—unusual for the Mothers. In 
fact, due to the success of this first con­
cert, a second one has been scheduled for 
November 14, and it is nearly sold out 
already. Back in 1971 when the Mothers 
did two shows in Detroit (one at 
Meaaowbrook end one at Olympia) the 
first of the shows, the one in Olympia, 
had a grand total of 103 people in atten­
dance. What could cause this sudden up­
surge in the popularity of a group that has 
been in existence, in various forms mind 
you, for over seven yean.
More than likeiy it is due in large part to 
the newest Mothan Of Invention album 
entitled Ovemite Sensation" - quite ap­
ropos. The aibum is indeed just that, it 
has become exceedingly popular and 
people who would not previously give 
Zappa’s music a chance are enjoying this 
one.
Personally. I figure that of all of Frank’s 
15 or 16 releases to this date, this L.P. 
rank* lowest on my liat. Bear in mind that 
ibis opinion mmes from a Mothers fan 
from way back, but although I don’t care 
for it in relation to its predecessors. I must 
say it is of high quality musically and 
productionally whan compared to what 
Rock and Roll bands are putting on the 
market It ia also good for a few laughs. 
But really, Zappa shouldn’t have to be
RJdR and Jazz—right next
My main objection to this new record is 
tha m t  emphasis on tha wotda which are 
not overty celchy axcapt for a few phrases 
like “zlcroa aocrustad tweezers "  The 
-err1-**~ -*"** ***“••" i « ~ r - lr " ‘ l,,< •* 
all over Grand Wasoo -the album previ- 
ow to this one (and a truly dynamite re­
cord). In fact Td say that Override Sensa- 
tioehae returned h pmt rmmtad a lot of
W ska J tn n k a  making these a s s n i l
Ovemite Sensation has a few extras 
even if the music doesn’t measure up to 
previous standards. It is a conglomera­
tion of some of the finest musicians avail­
able. George Duke, Ruth ft ian Unaer- 
wook, Tom & Bruce Fowler, Sal Marquek, 
Ralph Humphrey. Jean Luc Ponty and lit­
tle Frank are all present and obviously 
enjoying themselves. Also, the cover is an 
extraordinarily fine bit of art work with 
each of the cryptic symbols displayed 
having an esoteric meaning known only 
to the band. For instance. Zappa was on a 
Detroit radio station the day of the concert 
and said the sosomized grapefruit labeled 
• roadies Delight" was a recepticle for a 
sexually over zealous equipment hand­
ler.
Sack at the concert! arrived 15 minute* 
late, but naturally the show didn’t com­
mence till 30 minutes past ita supposed 
starting time. All the while I watched the 
strange assemblage of hardened Mothers 
fans and this newer following of Rock ft 
Roll addicts mingle amongst Masonic 
Tem ple’s gold p itted , lyre playing 
nymphs.
When the show did finally begin! was 
forced to listen to two of the worst rock 
bands I’ve ever had the misfortune of 
stumbling on. The first one-I don’t even 
know ita name (they had e girl singer) - 
bad. really bad. The next group waa 
Argent—bad, truly bad. The beet part of 
their act was when the piano player broke 
into a short instrumental of “She'S Not 
There” an old Zombies h it  Argent used 
io fco the Z csblea ~~~y ego
Finally Frank and that band appeared 
much to the glee of a bond audience and 
yours truly. But lean Luc Ponty, the vio­
linist and Ian Underwood die sex end 
clarinetist w an not anywhere lobe seen. I 
was visabty disappointed. In their piece 
was a second drummer (the first is Ralph
-Son."t h -  "M in t
Memorial
Variations
only
the
A ll in  eU
i  to it I find Frank's 
e a rn -T h e  gist of ■ This is
rilfae
to toke tto e  to get need to. They
